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Ctje Commontoealti) of ^asoacfjusetts

REPORT OF THE FINANCE CO M M ISSIO N  OF THE C IT Y  OF
BOSTON

To His Excellency the Governor of Massachusetts.
To The Honorable the President of the Senate.
To The Honorable the Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
To The Honorable the Mayor of the City of Boston.

M ay 4, 1949.

D ear Sir s : — By enactment of the Legislature of 1948 (chapter 261), 
the Finance Commission of the City of Boston was directed to make an 
administrative survey of the government of the city of Boston, and to 
make report to you of its findings and recommendations. This legislation 
was originally sought by the Commission itself. The need for it was shown 
in various Commission communications. The petition to the Legislature 
which accompanied the bill providing for the survey was signed by the 
five members of the Finance Commission as of December, 1947.

In its approach to the undertaking thus committed to the Commission, 
obviously consideration had to be given first to the over-all situation 
existing in city of Boston governmental affairs. Next, it was necessary 
to determine what could be done by the Finance Commission to reveal 
the need for changes in that situation and to offer specific recommendations 
for the improvement of it. The length of time fixed within which the sur
vey must be completed, and the amount of funds made available for the 
cost of it, while appearing possibly to many as ample, nevertheless neces
sitated careful planning of the tasks involved.

This statement therefore has a double purpose, — to notify you of the 
plan of the Finance Commission in this matter, and to perform a prefatory 
service in providing you with some background for properly evaluating 
the several reports to come and appreciating their significance.

The constructive purpose of this survey was to discover and reveal all 
possible opportunities for increasing the effectiveness, and reducing the 
cost, of such services as are paid for in whole or in part by the city of 
Boston.

Under the authorizing act the scope, within the purpose above described,
éand the method of making the survey were left to the Commission to 

determine. Naturally, in making these controlling decisions the Commis
sion was compelled to confine the scope and adopt a method which would 
be permissible within the amount of money provided for it.

After due consideration, the Commission elected to aim at the produc
tion of “ a blueprint of good administration.”  It elected to engage for the 
task of making field surveys of the departments the best known available 
experts in the field of municipal administration. It contracted with each 
for an analysis and appraisal of the organization, policies, procedures,
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practices, staff requirements, expenditure and expenditure requirements of 
the department specifically surveyed. In short, as the directions to each 
surveyor evidence, it was the intention to find out what is wrong with 
city departmental operations, and to make recommendations for their 
improvement, which is, as stated, “ to produce a blueprint of good 
administration.”

In carrying out this intention, it was recognized that there are now 
many hindrances to good administration. Sometimes it is a statutory 
enactment; sometimes it is a municipal ordinance; or as is often the case, 
the directives of the Mayor. Then, again, often good administration is 
impossible because of a traditional adherence to an outmoded method. 
Few department heads ever want to discontinue a method or a function* 
once established, whether or not it properly fits into a modern, efficient! 
and economical scheme of things. Although these statutes, ordinances 
or directives were, presumably, originally adopted or given in good faith, 
it often happened that changes in conditions diminished their efficacy.

As a matter of policy, the Commission decided not to consider itself 
restricted by the present statutes, ordinances or directives when consider
ing the problems of administration. In its recommendations it intends to 
cut across them when it seems to be good judgment to do so, to urge the 
elected administrators to make such recommended changes as would be 
within their control, and to seek legislative authorization where necessary.

A “ blueprint” of good administration should comprise two essential 
elements: (1) a definition of the objectives or goals of the several munic
ipal functions, and (2) the devising of intra-departmental and inter
departmental machinery which will attain such objectives as efficiently 
and as economically as possible.

If we rationalize this matter of municipal sendees, we find that each 
department was set up to achieve a definite community purpose; for 
example, the Health Department to minimize disease and raise the 
health standard of the community; the Fire Department to minimize the 
loss of life and property by the prevention and control of fire.

Progress in these various directions must be measured. Unless a de
partment is moving effectively in the proper direction, following an en
lightened policy and using the most effective modern tools which research 
and experience can offer, the city may expend tremendous and well-inten
tioned effort and money without realizing the objectives. Even if the 
work is done at relatively low cost, misdirected effort must be regarded 
as wasteful. Therefore it is necessary to re-examine the thinking and 
policy, the approach and practices, entertained by departments in carry
ing out their functions, and to indicate changes where needed.

It is important to realize that the purpose of the survey is not solely a 
retrenchment program at the expense of municipal service. It is, rather, 
an attempt to secure now and for the future an organization of municipal! 
functions which will provide a high quality of community service at mini
mum cost.

In some departments it will be found that immediate savings are possible. 
In some other departments it may be found that expenditures should be 
increased now to institute changes which will result in savings later, while 
in the meantime performing more effective work. For instance, it may be 
necessary to provide increased expenditures for some positions, the lack
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of which has kept away the very type of specialist whose services are vital 
to the work of the department, but whose presence spells the difference 
between wasteful effort and effective community service.

Some municipal officials and administrators may be disposed to resent 
all criticism of departmental operations as reflections on their personal 
competence. However, it should be kept clearly in mind that these survey 
reports are not intended as personal attacks upon individuals or upon a 
particular administration, but are designed to be impartial and objective; 
in fact, the language of the statute which authorized the survey sounds 
the note of constructive criticism which may be expected.

It has not been the intention of the Commission at any time during the 
progress of the survey to conceal from the officials of the departments 

»surveyed the direction each survey was taking, or the facts considered. 
The help and co-operation of all has been sought. Frank discussion be
tween the surveyor and the surveyed has been encouraged. Furthermore, 
the Commission, as a matter of policy, decided to make available to each 
department head the surveyor’s report on his department, and to solicit 
comment thereon before issuing its own report.

It is the intention of the Commission shortly to begin the release of its 
survey reports. There wall be a separate report on each major municipal 
service function, culminating in an over-all report which will co-ordinate 
the recommendations of the several functional reports.

Respectfully submitted,

JOSEPH K. COLLINS,
Chairman,

ALEXANDER WHEELER, 
LEO J. DUNN,
FREDERICK DEANE, 
EDWARD F. MULLEN,

The'Finance Commission of the City of Boston.

R obert E. C unniff ,
Secretary.
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Cbe Commontoealtj) of e^assacjnisetts

LETTER OF TR AN SM ITTAL

^  T h e  F in a n c e  C o m m issio n ,
V  B o st o n , 24 Sch ool  St r e e t , April 18, 1949.

D ear Sir s : — In accordance with chapter 261 of the Acts of the Massa
chusetts Legislature, 1948, the Finance Commission of the City of Boston 
herewith submits its report of a survey of the Police Department of the 
City of Boston.

This report contains in the first part the findings and conclusions of the 
Finance Commission, and in the second part the report of the surveyor 
retained by the Finance Commission, Bruce Smith of the Institute of 
Public Administration, New York.

Respectfully,

JOSEPH K. COLLINS,Chairman,
ALEXANDER WHEELER,
LEO J. DUNN,
FREDERICK DEANE, 
EDWARD F. MULLEN,

The Finance Commission of the City of Boston.

His Excellency
T he Governor of M assachusetts,

The H onorable
T he P resident of the Sen ate ,

The H onorable
T he Speaker of the H ouse of R epresentatives , 

The H onorable
T he M ayor of the C ity of B oston .

R obert E. C unniff , Secretary.
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THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT.

The Finance Commission submits herewith its report on the Boston 
Police Department. This report is a part of the over-all administrative 
survey authorized by chapter 261 of the 1948 Acts of the Massachusetts 
Legislature.

The Commission retained Bruce Smith, police specialist with the Insti
tute of Public Administration of New York, to study the Police Depart
ment. Mr. Smith, whose eminence in this field is generally accepted 
throughout the country, directed the police study and submitted a report 
to the Commission. In its consideration of the Police Department, the 
Commission also had the benefit of studies, made previously by its regular 
staff, which are reported principally in Volume 36 of the Finance Commis
sion Reports.

Police Department expenditures in 1948 amounted to $9,387,729. 
Budget appropriations for the Police Department in 1949 are $10,425,671. 
Expenditures for police in 1949 are very nearly double the amount spent 
for police in the last year before the war. Expenditures for police are ex
ceeded only by expenditures for schools and expenditures for welfare.

Boston now provides more than ample funds for the maintenance of 
suitable police services. The per capita cost for police in Boston of $9.82 
is higher than in any other city over 500,000 population and 22 per cent 
higher than the average of all such cities. The discrepancy is so great 
between Boston’s police costs and those of other great American cities that 
it is idle to try to explain away the striking contrasts by the generality 
that Boston is different from other great metropolises.

Control of the Police Commissioner in Police Matters.
As is well known, the control of the Boston Police Department is not 

vested in the municipal authorities. Under present law the Police Com
missioner is appointed by the Governor for a seven-year term and may be 
removed only for cause after a hearing by the Governor and Council. 
Whether or not, politically, this is fair to Boston — and opinions on this 
point are not unanimous one way or the other — nevertheless there has 
followed from it a desirable element of continuity in administration. In 
the last 42 years Boston has had only seven police commissioners.

^  For many years the Police Commissioner, by state legislation, had 
undisputed authority in the administration of the affairs of the Police 
Department. The Mayor could veto proposed increases in man power or 
salaries. However, all other expenditures for police services were entirely 
at the discretion of the Police Commissioner. He brooked no interference 
by the Mayor or other city officials in his determination of the needs for 
such spending. As a result, the police force has developed along generous
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lines and has acquired man power and equipment on a scale rarely en
countered elsewhere.

In the last several years the Legislature has taken steps to determine 
certain administrative policies which affect the pay and conditions of 
employment in the Police Department. This has weakened the control 
of the Police Commissioner over the department, and it has encouraged 
his subordinates to lobby actively before the General Court for the adop
tion of legislation, even in the face of opposition by the Commissioner.

Nevertheless, despite the excessive cost, it is the considered opinion of 
the Finance Commission that state control of the department through a 
single official appointed by the Governor tends to keep the administration 
of the department away from the influence of local politics and politicians* 
and should be continued. Other compromises to remove the office furthtf 
from political influence do not appear to be practical in the opinion of the 
Finance Commission.

The Smith Report.
The gist of the Smith report is that Boston probably has the best police 

force that mere spending of city money can provide; but it does not 
necessarily have either an efficient or an economical Police Department. 
Both per capita police costs and the number of police employees per thou
sand of population are higher in Boston than in any other large American 
city. What the Boston Police Department needs is more effective utiliza
tion of man power and equipment, fewer and better police, and, most 
important of all, a far-reaching plan for the selection, training, discipline, 
and management of personnel in order to develop the superior type of 
police force which the present generous appropriations make possible.

The methods by which these desirable objectives can be attained at a 
saving of three quarters of a million dollars yearly are detailed in the re
port, the major points in which are summarized as follows:

Organization  and  M an  P o w e r .
The Department suffers from an excessively decentralized and loosely 

articulated organization structure and a lack of means of effective co
ordination and control. With 27 separate and distinct agencies (including 
17 police divisions) directly responsible to the Police Superintendent, the 
task of co-ordinating widely ranging police activities grossly exceeds the 
limits of human capacity. The various police divisions are in some re
spects police departments in miniature. This necessarily produces over
lapping activities and increases the problems of co-ordination. To relieve 
this situation a major recommendation is proposed under which all of the 
activities of a service nature will be placed under the Commissioner, 
reserving to the immediate command of the Superintendent those fieW 
activities which should be the special concern of a skilled police offic® 
In this proposed reorganization the Superintendent’s immediate subordi
nates would be reduced to seven in number.

Whether measured in terms of population, area, crimes or highway 
accidents, the Boston Police Department is overmanned. Boston has 
3.30 police employees per thousand of population, which is higher than 
any other city over 500,000 population and a third higher than the average
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of ail such cities. When the Police Department can average over 40 me 
detailed to the funerals of its former members, as has been the case in th 
past eight years, and on a single day can divert 140 men to such ceremonis 
tasks, the presumption that the numerical strength is of exceedingly o-en 
erous proportions is greatly strengthened. b

Boston's police divisions are smaller in area and population than thos 
of any other large city in the United States. Thus they constitute : 
disproportionately large overhead m relation to the actual policing func 
tions that they serve. Measured by all recognized yardsticks, there an 
too many police stations. Five of them can be closed by coisolidatim 
Division 1 with Division 2, .3 with 16, 9 with 10, 17 with 13, and 19 with 18 
This can be done with confidence that the amount or quality of polka 

^Service will not be reduced. Three of the captains thus made available fo 
other duty can remedy another organizational defect by serving as district 
supervisors of divisions under the deputy superintendent now charged with 
divisional inspections. s

The reduction in man power resulting from consolidations and from 
other recommendations m the report can be effected without removals bv 
a policy of leaving unfilled vacancies caused by retirements, of which a 
great number are imminent.

Other substantial economies in use of man power, in addition to those 
resulting from consolidation of divisions, can be effected by: —
, t .  kfe+° f one']]]an cre]vs instead of two-man crews in patrol cars during 

tours will peraiit a 72-man reduction of force. This can be done 
at less hazard to the officer than if he were on foot patrol.

.B/ mging divisional call-box circuits into the headquarters of the three 
district supervisors, thus relieving for other duty at least ten men now 
assigned to signal duty in station houses
in toi0f i her; rthese economies wil1 make possible a reduction of over 200 in the present force as soon as retirements permit.

Salaries  and  W orking C onditions.
Boston police are neither underpaid nor overpaid. Grade for gradr 

the police pay scale is m harmony with the national a v m ^  fn,. a g • 
cities over 500,000 population. Among M a i a Z L t l f S L  tht R ^ f  
police pay scale is at or near the top for each grade Ahh™,!n B ntoi
an ^ tT ’- the1technical experts are important to the Department’s succes  ̂
and their salary scales should be reviewed. There is no cause for fnrfto.

'  » / »4 7

« e  of daily absence thereafter showed "U re a s ]T v e rS
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same months of the previous year. In March the increase was 41 per cent; 
in April, 100 per cent; in May, 104 per cent; and in June, 68 per cent. Until 
this law is amended the Commissioner should interpret it strictly, and by 
thorough investigation and prompt action crack down on absences.

There are at present eight different systems and funds specially directed 
at police welfare or including police along with other public employees. 
The net eifect is to provide the Boston policeman with a more generous 
provision against eventualities than is probably enjoyed by any other class 
of public employee anywhere. The burden of public support for these 
extraordinary arrangements is high — and destined to go much higher.

Selection  T raining  and  D iscipline . j
The management of police personnel in Boston is adversely affected by 

serious weaknesses in selection, training and discipline. It should be a 
regular activity of the force to seek out likely young applicants for its 
ranks. Recent progress has been made by the Civil Service Commission 
in the examination and certification of police candidates, but the progress 
has been too little and too slow.

Serious defects in the civil service law, regulations, and administration 
impede the selection, equitable promotion, and the discipline of a superior 
type of officer for police work. The guiding philosophy of the Civil Service 
Commission seems to be that it is a job-finding agency for residents of the 
state. Moreover, examinations are much too simple and artificial, and 
additional experience credits for education are too low.

The presence of drunks, jailbirds and “ police characters” on the certified 
list unduly hampers the police selection process. Repeated recertification 
by the Civil Service Commission of police candidates with criminal records 
restricts the exercise of executive judgment by the Police Commissioner, 
since to fill five vacancies only seven candidates are certified to him, and 
he must make his selections therefrom. To illustrate the seriousness of this 
condition: One applicant arrested 9 times between 1934 and 1943 and 
convicted twice has been certified by civil service and rejected by the Police 
Commissioner 5 times since February, 1947. Another, convicted on 6 of 
11 charges between 1925 and 1938, has been certified by civil service three 
times in less than one year, as has been another with five arrests and a 
conviction for attempted rape. Two men with criminal histories were 
certified six times each. It is recommended strongly that unrestricted 
statutory authority to reject any applicant with a police record should be 
given the Police Commissioner.

Within the Police Department itself the process of selection from those 
certified to it by the Civil Service Commission resembles a dragnet more 
than a careful screening to obtain superior man power for the public serv
ice. Recruit training is wholly inadequate and should be developed. Hi 
is possible for a raw recruit to be given a gun and a divisional assignment' 
after attending forty-nine hours of lectures and firing five rounds on the 
pistol range. However, evidence that the Department is thinking more 
purposefully about training is found in the establishment of an in-service 
training program for veteran officers; notwithstanding that, even this 
program should be intensified. The six-month period of probation for 
new patrolmen is a potent personnel instrument seldom used. The process
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of scrutiny and evaluation of probationary personnel should be more 
clearly defined and more vigorously pursued by methods outlined in the 
report, and there should be a statutory extension of the probationary 
period to one year.

Promotions in the Department do not spring from exceptional qualifi
cations. The examinations are superficial and non-selective. Too much 
credit is given for seniority. Civil service takes no cognizance of a man’s 
skill at doing work. Promotions should be controlled by those responsible 
for functioning of the Department.

Disciplinary powers have, in effect, been moved from the Commissioner 
and his trial board of three captains to the Civil Service Commission. 
This separation of responsibility from authority is invariably demoralizing 

finnd destructive, and the effects of this disciplinary by-passing have already 
r been felt adversely by the Boston police. Facing apparently consistent 

reversal, the Department has all but ceased to act on disciplinary cases. 
Honesty and efficiency in the Police Department can be obtained only by 
the undivided exercise of disciplinary authority. This condition should be 
remedied by amending Acts of 1945, chapter 667, so as to exclude police 
departments.

A personnel bureau with a civilian head should be established within 
the Police Department, charged with the responsibility for personnel 
policies and plans, and for supervising the details of personnel management. 
In particular, it should be required to devise an imaginative and widely 
ranging plan for developing police of superior quality.

B ureau  of Crim inal  Investigation .
For many years the Bureau of Criminal Investigation has been increas, 

ingly overburdéned with men having no special aptitude for investigation- 
or suffering from impaired health, or seeking soft berths. Its members 
engage directly in criminal investigations, and apprehensions average less 
than 15 arrests per man per annum. It is impossible to select capable de
tectives on any but a trial and error basis. Chapter 604, Acts of 1948, 
providing for temporary designation of detectives with $300 extra pay, is 
a most flexible and responsive personnel device. It enables the Commis
sioner to reward men of all ranks instantly for demonstrated investigative 
capacity. If used vigorously, with promotion and demotion geared entirely 
to demonstrated investigative performance, the detective group will be 
well worth its additional cost.

T raffic R egulation and A ccident C ontrol .
Experience demonstrates that co-ordination between the municipal 

Traffic Commission and the Police Department cannot be assured by the 
rudimentary device of making the Police Commissioner, ex officio, a 

ÿ member of the commission. More effective provision by law and regula
tion should be made for keeping open the most congested portions of the 
city streets. Excessively long loading zones in congested areas are de
structive of the whole intent of parking prohibitions. The Traffic Divi
sion needs to increase the thoroughness of its work in regulating parking 
both at metered and posted locations. It needs also to establish city-wide 
motorcycle patrols on all express thoroughfares and to provide much-
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needed instruction for the rank and file of the entire Department in the 
application of modern techniques of accident investigation.

Juven ile  D elinquency .
The city’s juveniles are a major responsibility of the police. Effective

ness of the Police Department’s juvenile crime work would be increased 
markedly by adoption of high standards for the selection of personnel so 
assigned and by intensive in-service training, taking advantage of the 
courses offered by institutions in the Boston area. The required standard 
for personnel should include two years of college, to assure a basis for 
advanced study, a solid investigative record, and evidence of leadership 
ability. Unless and until divisional personnel have a more complete under-, 
standing of the principles underlying successful work with juveniles, noj 
co-ordination of central and local activity will be possible. It is the job of 
the central bureau operatives to make their own techniques available to 
all, not only through the medium of recruit and advanced training in an 
improved police academy, but also by means of many interviews and 
conferences with divisional captains and special officers.

Although the detention of juveniles is satisfactory in most respects, 
neither the City Prison nor the House of Detention is satisfactory despite 
the best efforts of the police. A specially designed small building is neces
sary. Although some officers co-operate with social welfare agencies, those 
who do not should not be tolerated. The Crime Prevention Bureau is 
below standard on its follow-up of juvenile cases after arrest and conviction.

Other findings and recommendations in the Smith report may be sum
marized as follows:

As to M anagem ent of P ersonnel .
1. Personal qualification standards as to height and weight-to-height 

ratios vary from acceptable standards; the maximum entrance age of 35 
for nonveterans and as much as 39 for veterans for recruits is from seven 
to ten years too high for police work; and the Civil Service Commission, 
with the consent of the Governor and Council, should amend its rules to 
effect improvements in these standards.

2. Extend and intensify the present in-service training program.
3. Improve police recruit training by taking steps to: —
(a) Extend the police training course for recruits to two months.
(b) Utilize all tested and accepted techniques of instruction.
(c) Add skilled officers and competent lay experts, working part time, 

to the teaching staff.
(d) Integrate classroom work and field tours of divisional assignments.
(e) Establish high standards for passing.
(/) Require resignation from the force as a consequence of failure.
(g) Make a preliminary effort to develop special skills for an ultimate^ 

assignment requiring specialization, such as traffic or juvenile crime work.
(h) Use divisional assignments and in-service training as links to im

proved recruit training.
4. Change the existing practices relating to awards for exceptional 

service by reducing the number of awards and increasing the cash allow
ances for such awards to sensible levels.
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5. Provide within the Department, as outlined in the text of the report, 
for the regular and systematic reporting and appraisal of assignment and 
performance on a uniform and comparative basis as an aid to effective 
personnel administration.

6. Increase present appropriations for uniforms and improve the design 
and condition of uniforms.

7. Establish three equal eight-hour tours of duty and provide for fre
quent rotation among all tours.

8. Adopt, for the benefit both of the officers and the Department, a 
policy of systematic transfer of personnel.

As to F ield A ctivities .
9. As new construction becomes possible, build new stations near centers 

of greatest activity.
10. Utilize, under police regulation and supervision, school janitors and 

building superintendents to assist in guarding school crossings, as required. 
Thereafter, redistribute foot patrols throughout the week and on each 
tour of duty in accordance with the criminal activity curve.

11. Promulgate a policy that the ratio of sergeants to patrolmen super
vised shall be maintained at 1 sergeant to 6 patrolmen.

12. Consolidate certain patrol wagon services, as outlined in the text of 
the report.

13. Amend existing statutes to vest in the Metropolitan District Com
mission complete responsibility for harbor patrol services in the river ad
jacent to West Roxbury.

14. Exercise closer supervision over utilization of the craft assigned to the 
harbor patrol, to eliminate their employment for recreation and enter
tainment purposes.

15. Transfer to the office of the Commissioner all records now main
tained by the Bureau of Criminal Investigation which are not essential to 
the operations and activities of the Headquarters detectives.

16. Require pawnshops to submit daily reports on police record cards, 
to eliminate unnecessary police clerical work.

As to H eadquarters Services .
17. Provide increased meal allowances for prisoners.
18. Remedy defective lighting and ventilation in the Eleventh Division 

lock-up.
19. Provide first aid supplies and individual paper drinking cups for the 

City Prison and House of Detention.
20. Make more complete utilization of the City Prison, as outlined in 

the text of the report.
21. Transfer the function of licensing taxicabs from the Traffic Division 

to the office of the chief clerk.
22. Establish, with the aid of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

positive controls over criminal investigation, as outlined in the text of the 
report.

23. Eventually consolidate in a new building the widely dispersed 
activities now under the property clerk, and, meanwhile, attach the in
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dependent office of building superintendent to the official responsibility of 
the property clerk.

24. Scrutinize the present assignment of official cars to the supervisory 
officers.

25. Develop a vigorous public relations program, as outlined in the text 
of the report.

The foregoing summary is not offered as a substitute for the report. The 
full picture of the findings and the recommendations can best be grasped 
by reading the report itself.

The Smith report was submitted to the Police Commissioner for his com
ments. These comments have been considered by the Finance Commis
sion, which has decided that they should not alter the conclusions ofthéâr 
report.

Respectfully submitted,

R obert E. C u n niff ,
Secretary.

JOSEPH K. COLLINS,
Chairman,

ALEXANDER WHEELER, 
LEO J. DUNN,
FREDERICK DEANE, 
EDWARD F. MULLEN,

The Finance Commission.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

I n s t it u t e  of  P u b l ic  A d m in istr atio n , 
N e w  Y o r k , N ovem b er 1, 1948.

Mr. J o s e p h  K. C o l l in s , Chairman, Boston Finance Commission, .24 School Street, 
Boston 8, Massachusetts.

D ear M r . C o llin s : — We submit herewith our report on a survey o
the Boston police department. TTorrî  andAcknowledgments are due to my colleagues Allen W Harris and 
Matthew J. Cullen, Jr, who contributed greatly to the w o r k > 
and to the staff of your Commission and the members of the police depart 
ment for their unfailing and generous assistance to us.

Sincerely,
BRUCE SMITH.



THE BO STON POLICE SURVEY

In some respects the environment of the police department is highly 
favorable. Crime and accident rates arouse no public anxiety; constant 
pressures are applied to commercialized vice. Police salaries are generally 
in line with those prevailing elsewhere, the conditions of employment and 
retirement lean to the generous side, and no difficulty is experienced in 

««curing funds for the multitude of costly devices that a mechanical age 
' places at the service of modern policing.

It would be easy to attribute this generally favorable situation to the 
fact that the police department is not subject to the pressures of local 
politics, since the municipal government exercises a very slight and largely 
secondary influence upon the management of the force. But since all 
ranks and grades are so active in seeking preferment as to pay, pensions 
and working conditions from the state Legislature, any political involve
ments are merely shifted a scant quarter mile from the city hall to the 
State House. Nevertheless, the fact of state control does exercise a cer
tain influence, and one which must be examined further if the operations 
of the police force are to be fully understood.

Does State Control of Police Serve a Useful Purpose?
Boston is one of a mere handful of American cities in which control of 

the police_ force is lodged principally in the hands of the Governor and the 
state Legislature. Such devices were once more common than they are 
now, but they were gradually abandoned under the pressures of municipal 
home rule sentiment. The only other large cities still protected by state 
controlled forces are Baltimore, St. Louis and Kansas City. In none of 
these is there any prospect of an early abandonment of the system.

Despite the hazards necessarily involved in drawing conclusions as to 
the effects of state control over Boston’s police, the operation of certain 
state influences, and their interaction with local interests, may be traced 
with some confidence.

For one thing, the rapid succession of both professional and non- 
professional police administrators, so commonly observed in the American 
political scene, is here no great problem. State control was first set up in 
Boston m 1885 with the appointment of a police board, but since 1906, 
when the present device of a single head was adopted, only eight commis
sioners have been appointed. One of them resigned after only eight weeks 
r,'i tenure, another, after four years. Two were removed, one was dis
placed at the end of his second term, two died in office, and the present 
incumbent is in his sixth year at police headquarters. Varied and con
tused as the record is, it is superior to that of most large American cities 
btate control may properly claim at least a part of the credit

Mate control also has made it possible for the force to develop along 
generous lines and to acquire man power and equipment on a scale rarely 
encountered elsewhere, partly because the Legislature and not the city
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council has established the standards of outlay and has authorized the 
expenditure. State control at municipal expense has placed no brake 
upon the high rate of local spending. On the contrary, it has added to the 
drain upon an already overburdened city.

The bearing of such questions is emphasized when Boston’s police costs 
are compared with those of other cities. Highest per capita costs for 
police are found in the larger centers. In the 5 cities over 1,000,000 popu
lation, they average $8.33. In the next lower groups of 8 cities over 
500,000 population, the average is $7.92. Compare these with Boston’s 
$9.82, which is substantially higher than the per capita of any city in either 
group, and 22 per cent higher than the average for both groups taken to
gether. These figures are for 1947, and they include all expenditures 
except those for retirement. In that matter Boston also holds a comj^ 
manding position, as will shortly appear. Thus from whatever angl^ 
viewed, Boston’s police costs display extraordinary features.

It is idle to try to explain away such striking contrasts on the ground 
that they are the product of Boston’s special metropolitan environment. 
They do not spring from an3̂  such abstruse and undemonstrable influence. 
Rather, they derive from a pattern of high public spending that covers 
much of the metropolitan area, plus the special effects of state control in 
irresponsibly enlarging the police budget. If state control is to justify its 
continuance in Boston, there must be a more careful examination of police 
department requirements, and a higher resistance in legislative halls to 
the organized demands of selfish interests that operate within and close 
to the police department.

Is the Numerical Strength Excessively Large?
Whether measured in terms of population, area, crimes or highway 

accidents, the Boston police department is relatively very large. This 
broad generalization is best illustrated by comparisons with the police 
strength of other cities. While such comparisons should be made with 
reserve, the striking — almost unique —  position of Boston among other 
great cities of America raises fair question whether the number of police 
here employed may not be excessive.

As a general rule, the ratio of police to population is greatest in the 
larger cities and declines by regular stages to the lowest population brackets. 
For all American cities, regardless of size, the number of police employees 
per thousand of population is 1.75; for the group of 9 cities between a half 
million and one million to which Boston belongs, the ratio is 2.50; for the 
5 cities over 1,000,000, the ratio is 2.56 police per thousand of population. 
But the Boston ratio is 3.30 police employees — higher than that of any 
of these individual leading cities, and almost a third higher than the ratio 
for the two groups taken together. Such striking contrasts override all 
of the minor qualifications that may be raised to such rough comparison^ 
and raise strong presumption that the Boston police force is unnecessarily 
large. They serve also to explain the liberal manner in which the police 
department draws upon its opulent resources in man power. When it 
can average over 40 men detailed to the funerals of its former members, as 
has been the case in Boston in the past eight years —  when on a single 
day it can divert 140 men to such ceremonial tasks, the presumption that
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the numerical strength is of exceedingly generous proportions is greatly 
strengthened. Similar evidences that police man power is unnecessarily 
large will be examined at the appropriate points in the pages that follow.

Should the Structural Organization be Simplified?
Figure 1 shows in graphic form how loosely articulated are the units of 

the police establishment. With 27 separate and distinct agencies (includ
ing 17 police divisions) directly responsible to the police superintendent, 
the task of co-ordinating widely ranging police activities grossly exceeds 
the limits of human capacity. But in addition to such mechanical and 
formal difficulties stands the extraordinary degree of decentralization that 
characterizes the police force and the duplication of function arising from it.

The unusually numerous police divisions in Boston enjoy a position in 
the general scheme of police management that is seldom encountered else
where. They not only perform a large part of the patrol activities for 
which they are primarily organized, but they also conduct the bulk of 
criminal investigations, have a substantial share in traffic regulation, con
cern themselves with the general run of juvenile delinquents, and are 
responsible for temporary custody of a considerable portion of the tens of 
thousands of persons annually apprehended and locked up pending pre
liminary judicial examination or summary trial.

Thus the various divisions are in some respects police departments in 
miniature, which are aided and supported by various headquarters services. 
This necessarily produces overlapping activities and increases the problems 
of co-ordination. The Bureau of Criminal Investigation places patrol 
cars on the streets, as do the traffic division and the rackets and vice 
squad. These are available for response to complaints on much the same 
basis as the divisional patrols. Similarly, the patrol divisions assume re
sponsibility for investigating all crimes committed within their respective 
boundaries, but the Bureau of Criminal Investigation may step in at any 
point. The jurisdictional line between the operations of the traffic divi
sion and the traffic work of the various patrol divisions leaves much room 
for duplicating activity, while the headquarters squad for work with 
juveniles functions with respect to only a small proportion of the total of 
Boston’s youthful offenders.

All of these varied conditions serve to emphasize the need for a far more 
simple scheme of organization, which shall reduce the number of units 
directly responsible to the superintendent, and shall place in the hands of 
the Police Commissioner a more effective mechanism for controlling de
centralized operations.

Figure 2 shows in general outline the net effect of the various changes 
which will be proposed herein under the appropriate headings. Requiring 
special note at this point is the proposal to place all of the service activi
ties directly under the Police Commissioner, while reserving to the im
mediate command of the superintendent those field activities which should 
be the special concern of the skilled police officer. Major advantages also 
will accrue to the management of field activities by the superintendent, 
whose span of control will be reduced from 27 units to a mere 7 immediate 
subordinates.
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Management of Police Personnel.
State law requires the Civil Service Commission to post notices of forth

coming police entrance examinations, and at times this apparently has 
been considered to be the full extent of commission responsibility in at
tracting men to police service.

The present director, however, has supplemented the posting with special 
news releases for daily and weekly papers throughout the State, individual 
mailing of announcements to organizations known to be interested, and 
personal notification of all veterans who so request. 

m These activities represent the best effort the commission can make 
■vithin its budget and man power. But the stake that the police depart- 
' ment has in securing acceptable candidates also argues for an active re
cruitment effort by it. It is not enough for an occasional patrolman to 
encourage a young man on his route to apply for the examination. It 
should be the policy of the entire department to seek out likely young 
men. This should be a regular activity of the force. An obvious device 
is a speaker’s bureau to discuss police service with graduating classes at 
local schools and colleges.

Basic requirements for an acceptable recruit are dictated equally by 
common sense and the peculiar character of the duties and benefits that 
obtain for police.

Because he must have the respect of the law observer and lawbreaker 
. alike, his own character must be beyond question.

Because he must make quick decisions in complex situations, he must 
have stability, tact, originality, unusual powers of observation and memory 
retention, and a solid general education.

Because he receives special and costly medical and pension benefits, he 
must give promise of being able to stand up well under the rigors of police 
work for twenty-five or more years, or become an unwarranted burden on 
the community.

He must be of a stature and weight adequate for self-defence and the 
protection of others. He must be of a temperament that accepts firm dis
cipline and rigid organization and sees group effectiveness, not imprison
ment, in them.

The selection of this paragon is the task, first, of the Civil Service Com
mission, and, secondly, of the police department. Their degree of success 
in the selection of personnel will, more than any other thing, determine 
the quality of the police force.

Civil Service Standards  for P olice  rise  slo w ly .
A Recent progress has been made by the Civil Service Commission in the 
Examination and certification of police applicants, but the progress has 
been too little and too slow.

Higher passing grades have been set for each section of the written 
examination, — observation, general information and practical informa
tion. The criteria for experience credits have been made more realistic. 
The physical examination is now merely a qualifying test, and the mini- 
®um entrance age has been reduced.
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These are desirable as far as they go, but only the minimum entrance 
age — 20.14 years for veterans and, 22 years for non-veterans — goes far 
enough.

It is ol little use to raise the passing mark on an examination that is 
much too simple and superficial. And the maximum entrance age of 35 
for non-veterans and as old as 39 for veterans is from seven to ten years 
too high for police work.

5 feet 7 in(;hes tal1 and sigh in g  135 pounds can be, and is, 
certified, lhere are those in the commission’s staff who admit that their 
strength and physical tests favor small, wiry men. Whatever their other 
qualincations, such men rarely make imposing or effective patrolmen 

I  01 educational requirements there are none. All candidates begin the 
Experience evaluation with a passing mark of 70, and additional experience 
credits are given for each year of high school or college. A candidate with 
TW em s school plus a college degree receives a final mark only

2.4 higher than an uneducated man, assuming equal marks on their written 
examinations. This scarcely is calculated to attract educated personnel.

Ihe guiclmg philosophy of the Civil Service Commission and of state 
law appears to be that it is a job-finding agency for residents of the State, 
this is reflected m existing standards which are painstakingly non-selective, 
save m the most gross and undiscriminating way. Yet the justification 
tor civil service is that it meticulously screens applicants so that the 
police and other departments may get superior man power.

D isorderly C haracters E ncum ber the E ligible  L ists .
A clear proof of where the interest of the commission lies as well as of 

the inadequacy of some civil service laws and regulations, is given bv 
the record of the certification and repeated recertification of police candi
dates with criminal records.

State law bars from police service any person who has been convicted 
oi a telony or who is habitually addicted to the excessive use of alcohol. 
W hile such moderate restrictions are far short of police needs, the character 
examination routinely conducted by the police and the commission turns 
up many applicants with criminal histories.

When this occurs, question arises whether or not they are disqualified 
under the law. If held not to be disqualified by the commission, the only- 
recourse of the Police Commissioner is to decline to appoint.

But the authority of the Police Commissioner thus to pass over names 
of persons certified by civil service is severely limited. For five vacancies 
He receives only seven certifications. Thus the presence of drunks, jailbirds, 
and police characters” on the certified list unduly restricts the proper 
exercise of executive judgment by the Police Commissioner, 
t t ough civil service regulations prescribe that when any applicant 
,jf.s een rejected three times his name shall be dropped from eligible lists, 
tms provision is ignored by the commission to such an extent that some 
applicants have been recertified and rejected by the Police Department 
as many as nine times.

One applicant was arrested nine times between 1934 and 1943, five times 
°r- drui}kenness and twice for assault and battery. He was convicted 

£ ® ei, he has been certified five times since February, 1947, and each 
time has been rejected by the Police Commissioner
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An applicant convicted on six of eleven charges placed against him be
tween 1925 and 1938 was certified for police appointment three times in 
less than one year, as was another with five arrests and a conviction for 
attempted rape. Two men with criminal histories were certified six times 
each.

The gradual accumulation of such rejections for cause reaches a point 
where the Police Commissioner has no freedom of choice whatever, and the 
underlying purpose of the law is entirely frustrated.

The Civil Service Commission could do much to improve enforcement of 
the present code, especially as to recertifications after three rejections, but 
it acknowledges that it is its decision to recertify “ until there is written 
objection for cause,”  and to interpret the code liberally enough, as regards 
drunks and petty criminals, “ to keep from narrowing the opportunities.”^

Thus only a statutory enlargement of the power of the Police Commis
sioner to reject outright any applicant with a police record can cure the 
situation, for the existing provisions are far too limited and uncertain ever 
to protect law-enforcing agencies from the infiltration of minor criminals 
and disorderly persons.

P ersonal Qualification  Standards a r e  too M oderate .
No statutory change, however, is required to correct height and weight 

standards and maximum age. These are set by the commission with the 
approval of the Governor and Council. Actually the height minimum was 
one inch higher, or five feet eight inches before the war, but this was 
abandoned, due to the competition of the armed services.

Weight to height ratios used by civil service are also out of line with 
accepted standards. For each height from five feet eight to six feet four 
the civil service minimum is from five to eleven pounds below the minima 
used in the height-weight tables adopted by the International Association 
of Chiefs of Police.

The nation-wide police trend is strongly towards a lowered maximum 
age for recruits. In most of the larger and better police forces it is now set 
at points below thirty years. In view of the special civil service rules that 
discount military service years for veterans, twenty-eight years of age is an 
equitable maximum for the Boston police force, and certainly in the best 
interests of the department and the public. Few men who enter the police 
force at age thirty-five can hope to be fit for foot patrol duties even twenty 
years later, yet the necessarily limited opportunities for promotion indicate 
that most of them will be so assigned.

Improvement of the mental examination given applicants for patrolmen 
is the immediate responsibility of civil service. While the old, useless 
written report by the candidate on his own aptitudes has been eliminated, 
the observation-memory portion of the test is still too brief and superficial^ 
and the examination for general information is confined to less than on™ 
page. The remainder of the test is devoted to questions directly based on 
a 10-cent manual published by the Civil Service Commission.

Few, if any, of the questions involve genuine reasoning power, although 
this is more often required of police than are the names of Civil War battles, 
which provided one question on a recent examination. By and large, the
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test is one of scholastic memory. That many candidates fail it is more a 
criticism of the quality of the candidates than an index to the selective 
value of the test.

Mere lengthening of the entrance examination would be beneficial, al
though to this should be added more general information questions and 
those requiring constructuve thought. At the present time only ninety 
minutes are spent on determining the mental fitness of a man seeking to 
become a permanent member of the police force, while twice that time is 
spent in similarly testing those seeking promotion. The point at which 
to eliminate the unfit is before appointment.

In this process of elimination, the police department also has a respon
sibility. While its character investigation is more thorough, the fact re
trains that the department spends too little time in getting to know and 
appraise the candidates before they are certified.

There is nothing to prevent, and much reason to support, a rigorous 
first-hand scrutiny of those certified. Instead, they now bring three 
letters of recommendation to the Police Commissioner, describe their in
terests and activities, and are thereupon classified for their first police as
signment.

This does not reflect their importance to the police department. Even 
a small business attempts to evaluate prospective employees more carefully 
and intelligently. A board of captains or other high officers should hold 
detailed persona^ interviews with the candidates for appointment, and 
should report their individual appraisals in such a way as to permit a cor
rect decision. The current police process of selection resembles a dragnet 
more than a screening.

R ecruit T raining  is W holly I nadequate .
Recruits entering the Boston police department are required only to 

possess a sturdy constitution, a moderate capacity for observation, and a 
scholastic memory capable of matching the answers in the 10-cent “ Blue 
Book manual with questions appearing on the written examination.

If this unscreened mass, of varying education and experience, is to be 
c.°kn}]erted a disciplined group, alert and ready to assume the respon
sibility and complex duties of policemen, training of the most intensive, pro
fessional order is essential.
. Y e t  the simple fact is that recruit training, never at its best in Boston, 
has declined in quantity recently, although its quality was hardly subject 
to reduction. At the present time it is possible for a raw recruit to be 
given a gun and a divisional assignment after attending forty-nine hours 
of lectures and firing five rounds on the pistol range. No recruit currently 
receives more than ninety-eight hours’ instruction.

As police are prone to remark, sound judgment is not a product of educa- 
>- ion, nor is the capacity to make quick decisions. This is indeed fortu
nate, but it by no means explains how a man can be transformed into a 
police officer in two weeks when the simplest manual craft has an appren
ticeship of months.

When in session, the police school operates on a five and one half day 
■week, with two Saturday afternoons devoted to visits and talks at patrol
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divisions. When recruit groups are large, they are divided, with one sec
tion attending classes each morning and the other half attending classes 
in the afternoon.

About thirty-five recruits are considered a full load for the three in
structors attached to the school, but even by dividing the school day into 
two sessions, five groups of recruits since December, 1945, have exceeded 
this number — the largest totaling sixty-six.

Recruits are lectured on twenty-four or more subjects during the train
ing period, with the lieutenant in charge frequently talking for five hours 
in a single day. Twenty hours of instruction are devoted to first aid, drill, 
calisthenics and traffic hand signals in the full course, while criminal in
vestigation receives two hours, the law of arrest five hours, narcotics ona 
hour, and evidence and court procedure one and one half hours. W

Marksmanship lectures or “ dry-runs”  during which trigger squeezing is 
practiced, bring formal firearms instruction to two hours, with three hours 
set aside for the recruits to fire on the range. In view of the police require
ment that “ each man must fire five shots,”  the three hours of range work 
are not impressive.

But any criticism limited to the number of courses covered by the school 
or to the hours per course does not expose the largest defects. The basic 
questions are whether any person can digest so much material in so short 
a time, and whether the lecture method of instruction is in any way ade
quate to the task of making facts and policies into well-established mental 
patterns. Faced with an emergency, a patrolman cannot pause to search 
his memory. Correct reaction to a situation must be a habit.

Many other police departments have decided that doing is a vital part 
of recruit instruction. Mock trials are held to impress court procedures 
and to teach recruits to give evidence properly. Surprise tests of auditory 
and visual observation are made by staging incidents before the recruits 
and getting them to report what happened. Crimes are simulated to check 
the reaction and procedure followed by police students. Moving pictures, 
slides and projections strengthen and extend the lecture programs. Visits 
to courts and to state and federal police establishments are made. Local 
government is studied and observed at first hand. Time is spent in the 
scientific detection laboratory, so that recruits may come to understand 
beyond doubt or question that such laboratories can convert physical 
traces into convictions.

Although there is no top-side official statement to bear out the remarks 
of division captains and other personnel, there is substantial indica
tion that the deficient police training program reflects a belief that re
cruits receive their actual and useful instruction after assignment to patrol 
divisions.

Aside from the question of public safety raised by this belief, there is 
much evidence that the belief is far too optimistic. In some divisions thj| 
“ actual instruction”  is limited to a short assignment as second man in W 
patrol car and equally brief foot patrol with an experienced officer. This 
requires the older officer to be both a capable patrolman and a fine teacher, 
if it is to be successful at all. The combination is as rare among police as 
among any other group of men.

Some divisions do a superior job with recruits. The best system ob
served combined car patrol with foot patrol, during which the recruit cov-
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ered each route, substituting after awhile for officers off duty. This process 
of being the swing officer and of being “ bounced,”  as the police call it, from 
route to route continues until the recruit is better than the worst patrol
man permanently assigned. When this occurs, the recruit takes a fixed 
route and the least proficient or least energetic patrolman becomes the 
swing officer.

While the system has many advantages, it is by no means in general use, 
and its effectiveness depends unduly upon the skill and energy of the indi
vidual commander. It makes the best of badly trained recruits, but why 
do this when good training is so readily obtainable?

Evidence that the police department is thinking more purposefully 
about training is found in the establishment of an in-service training pro

-a m  for veteran officers which to date has given five groups of forty-eight 
atrolmen and two sergeants a week of advanced and “ refresher” courses. 
This is only a step, and a relatively small one in a group of 2,000 men. 

But it is a good step, and if succeeded by other, longer steps as are urgently 
needed, will move the department forward appreciably.

These necessary steps include the extension of the police training course 
for recruits to two months; the utilization of all tested and accepted tech
niques of instruction; the addition to the teaching staff of skilled officers 
and competent lay experts, working part-time; the integration of class
room work and field tours or divisional assignments; the establishment of 
high standards for passing, and resignation from the force as the conse
quence of failure; and a preliminary effort to develop special skills for an 
ultimate assignment requiring specialization, such as traffic or juvenile 
crime work.

To such improved training of recruits must, of course, be linked extension 
and intensification of the present in-service training activity and the use of 
a divisional procedure for assigning new patrolmen such as already has been 
described. If not an everyday necessity, training is certainly periodic in 
its importance. A great deal can be forgotten, as well as learned, in twenty 
years’ service, and new developments in technology and police practice 
must not be explained to the raw recruit alone.

T he P robationary  P eriod is not E ffectively  E m ployed .
The six-month period of probation for new patrolmen can be an ex

tremely effective tool in the hands of management. During this time the 
Police Commissioner can dismiss or request the resignation of those men 
who show lack of capacity for police work without accumulating evidence 
of neglect or misdeeds and without having to prepare a case for the inevi
table appeal to civil service or the courts.

This potent instrument is seldom used. In the ten years ending August, 
jP48, only 29 probationary patrolmen left the force, and of these, 2 have 
ften reinstated and one has died. What part of the remaining 26 left the 
iorce voluntarily and for personal reasons cannot be determined. But at 
best, only 26 of more than 1,000 recruits in the ten-year period were found 
unfit — a ratio of 1 to 38.

On the surface this might lead to the conclusion that recruits were of 
singularly high quality. The absence of adequate civil service screening 
makes this decidedly unlikely, and the alternative is to conclude that the



police department’s supervision turned up only those recruits who were 
flagrantly incapable of performing their duties.

The recommended extension of the police school to two months will in
crease official opportunity for determining whether the recruits are able to 
learn by this method, while four months will still be available for the close 
and intelligent scrutiny and evaluation of new personnel in performing 
divisional assignments.

The present negative approach must be abandoned, for it means that a 
divisional captain must feel strongly enough about the incapacity of a 
recruit to be moved voluntarily to report his unfitness and actively to seek 
his dismissal or resignation.

The process of scrutiny and evaluation of probationary personnel must 
be more clearly defined and more vigorously pursued. It must also involv^. 
a wider range of officers than the divisional captains, and it must be it 
written form, so that headquarters officers can reach their own conclusions 
upon the comments. A written, detailed report every two months by the 
probationer’s sergeants, his lieutenants and captain, certainly would not 
be excessive. The reports should include such routine data as punctuality 
and absence from duty, as well as personal appearance, initiative, general 
aptitude for police work, good and bad performance on specific cases, 
mastery of reporting procedures, and response to disciplinary controls. 
The final decision on probationers could then be made by the superin
tendent and commissioner or by a panel of captains selected by the com
missioner.

Essential to the success of such a program is the transfer to another 
division of any probationer who gets an adverse first report. Such a policy 
of transfer will reduce the effect of personal errors and prejudices in evalu
ation and will also assure timely notice to a probationer that his perform
ance to date has not been satisfactory.

If a real effort to employ these procedures is made, a statutory extension 
of the probationary period to one year will be in order.

P romotions do not spring  from  E xception al  Qualifications.
Few things are more important to a police department than the quality 

of its system of promotion and reward.
Advancement is often slow even in the best of police departments, and 

highly uncertain in the worst. This places great emphasis on the in
telligence and honesty with which the machinery of advancement is 
operated.

Unless the man who is passed over for honors or advancement, perhaps 
after waiting many years, is convinced that his case received both fair and 
adequate study, his morale and loyalty will suffer damage beyond cor
rection, and his attitude of discontent will influence hosts of his associate^

To this unhappy consequence must be added the loss to the departmerp 
of the services of those who are best qualified and most alertly interested, 
with impairment of operating efficiency as a necessary consequence.

Methods of promotion or reward in the Boston police force recently 
have been enlarged by a statute empowering the commissioner temporarily 
to designate as many as 200 detectives who shall receive $300 a year above 
base pay so long as their assignment lasts.

32 HOUSE —  No. 2600. [June
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This is, by all odds, the most flexible and responsive personnel device 
yet provided. It enables the commissioner to reward men of all ranks 
instantly for demonstrated investigative capacity. It permits fair trial 
of a man’s special capacity, without committing the department to keep 
him at the higher rank and pay forever, as does the civil service tenure 
system.

There is one real danger to be avoided. This is the idle notion that the 
detective classification is to be regarded exclusively as a way of rewarding 
an able policeman who cannot or does not pass civil service tests — the 
legendary “ unlettered man of brilliance.”  This interpretation has many 
advocates within the department, yet it is absolutely wrong. It is a type 
of inside-out snobbery.

% Success of the new detective classification is entirely dependent on the 
effort that is made to get the very best investigative talent to be found 
among the patrol force and higher officers. If the effort is vigorous and 
the standard high, with promotion and demotion geared entirely to per
formance, the detective group will be well worth its additional cost. If 
the group is confined to those who need promotion, but cannot get it by 
other means, the department will merely be provided with another official 
layer or stratum, and very likely one that will fiercely defend its ad
vantages. •

The grade of temporary detective has been established in many cities, 
where, under the conditions recommended above, it has functioned well 
and increased the chance for advancement. The controlling need is for a 
sound philosophy and practice of appointment.

It would be pleasant to be able to report that the older, and still extant, 
system of promotion by civil service test was equally sound. Its limita
tions are, in fact, much more numerous and much more serious.

The examination for sergeant is as superficial and non-selective as that 
for patrolmen. Oddly enough, it is almost the same examination, despite 
its greater length. The first two pages of a recent examination for prospec
tive sergeants'were identical with those of the patrolman’s entrance test 
for the same period, and many questions on later pages were the same in 
wording or in idea. The general character of the two examinations was 
directly comparable.

Also weakening to the civil service selection for higher ranks is the credit 
given for seniority. By current practice seniority has a weight of two and 
the examination a weight of three. While this gives an older and more 
experienced candidate a maximum advantage of six percentage points, it 
must be remembered that promotions are generally made only from the 
very top of the list.

Except when death or retirement leaves many openings, — which is 
seldom, -— those who head the eligible list alone have much reason to hope 

Jor advancement. Thus seniority rather than ability often produces ad
vancement, while younger and more promising men wait for promotion 
until energy and imagination have been eroded by time.

The civil service system also takes no cognizance of performance. A 
man’s skill at doing work is disregarded, and only his skill at taking tests 
is evaluated, however poorly.

The solution is not to seek petty modifications in civil service policy or 
technique, but to face the fact that civil service has proved incapable of
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estimating the worth of men who are candidates for the higher ranks and 
more complex duties of the police department. It has neither the interest 
nor personal knowledge nor responsibility that might move it to choose 
well and wisely.

Those who are responsible for the functioning of the police department 
have far better cause for exercising sound judgment and analysis than has 
any independent body, and they, moreover, have the long-term knowledge 
without which wise judgment is impossible.

M erit  A w ards should be  E nlarged .
There is need also for altering the activity of the prevailing system for 

rewarding exceptional service. This relates to the merit board which de-4" 
termines who shall receive the annual Scott medal and the department 
medals.

The necessary changes are two: first, the board must seek more actively 
to secure the names of candidates for the awards; and secondly, it must 
raise the amount of the awards to sensible levels.

No money is attached to the Scott medal, but the recipient almost al
ways is given the department medal as well. This means that a single out
standing officer of the department is rewarded with two medals and a 
“ bonus” of about 40 cents a week until retirement.

Such a cash award is so inadequate today that it has become the subject 
of bitter jokes within the department. Instead of bettering morale and 
encouraging valor and initiative, it provides occasion for disillusionment 
and wry humor. The department should increase the cash award to a more 
substantial sum, say $100 to $150, paid in a lump sum annually, but should 
reduce the number of recipients in order that it may have a higher stand
ing in the eyes of the rank and file.

C iv il  Service  A ppeals th w art  D iscipline .
Discipline as firm and consistent as that of a military organization is 

essential to an effective police department. Opportunities for corruption 
and for abuse of authority are so numerous, and unsupervised independence 
of action so general, in police work that only the unceasing application of 
disciplinary powers, where required, can keep a department both efficient 
and honest.

Discipline is, of course, applied at all levels from sergeant up. It is im
plicit in the roll call and in many other police routines. But the character 
of the discipline, long experience shows, is created almost entirely by the 
disciplinary attitude and actions of the superintendent and the commis
sioner. It is unreasonable to hope for vigorous discipline in the patrol 
divisions if discipline be not equally firm at headquarters. _ .

Disciplinary powers have in effect been moved from the Commissione" 
and his trial board of three captains to the Civil Service Commission. 
While the trial board, with the agreement of the Commissioner, may in 
theory discharge or impose penalties on policemen for cause, this has in 
practice been reduced to the power to find not guilty. A verdict of guilty 
has come to mean almost automatic appeal to the Civil Service Commis
sion, which has power to review the case from the beginning and to re
verse or modify the decision of the police department.
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Between March, 1946 and July, 1948, the Civil Service Commission 
heard five appeals by Boston police officers. In two of these cases the 
commission reversed the dismissal verdict of the police department and 
imposed no penalty, and in the three remaining cases saw fit to reduce 
dismissals to suspensions from the force for sixty days to nine months.

Such action, taken under chapter 667, Acts of 1945, places the real dis
ciplinary authority in the hands of the Civil Service Commission, but 
leaves responsibility for running a clean and efficient organization still on 
the Police Commissioner’s doorstep. Separation of responsibility from 
authority is invariably demoralizing and destructive, and the effects of 
this disciplinary by-passing have already been felt adversely by the Boston 

.police.
i  One clear-cut consequence is a reduction in efforts at discipline by the 
police department. Facing apparently consistent reversal, the department 
has all but ceased to act on disciplinary cases, and its record for 1947 of 
the number of resignations under charge or dismissals per 1,000 men on the 
force was the second lowest in the past twenty years.

This extremely serious situation can be traced directly to the appeal 
procedure established by the act of 1945. The police department has re
duced almost to the point of abandonment its efforts to discipline by trial 
board.

The present appeal procedure permits an officer to seek review of his 
case within five days after disciplinary action has been taken against him 
by the Commissioner on recommendation of the trial board. Within 
three to ten days after appeal, the Civil Service Commission grants a 
hearing de novo, and selects one of its members, usually a member of the 
Massachusetts Bar, to hear all evidence, witnesses and attorneys for the 
appellant and the police department.

The civil service hearing is conducted along the lines of a trial in a dis
trict court, and a record of testimony and evidence is kept for review by 
the full commission after a decision is reached by the commission member 
who heard the case.

If the decision of the commission is against the policeman, he may then 
appeal once again, this time to the district court, which accepts the written 
record of the commission’s hearing. The police department, however, has 
no right of appeal.

It must be understood that the Civil Service Commission did not seek 
these powers. It admits finding them “ a most unpleasant chore —  in 
fact, a headache.”

The commission believes, however, that the law is intentionally designed 
to protect, and, in a sense, to benefit, public employees, and that the 
commission’s principal objective must be to see that employees are guarded 
from “ railroading at the whim of arbitrary public officials.”  In the latter 
attitude, the commission shows decided bias.
™ The record of the commission on 13 police appeals, from all parts of the 
State, is substantially better than on Boston police cases alone. Dis
missals were sustained by the commission in 7 of the 13 cases; three dis
missals were reduced to suspension; two dismissals were reversed and the 
defendants found not guilty; and one suspension was reversed and the 
defendant exonerated.

Despite the possibly good intentions of the advocates of the law estab
lishing the appeal procedure, and the apparently serious efforts of the civil
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service commission to apply the law well, only one recommendation is 
possible. Chapter 667, Acts of 1945, should be amended at the earliest 
possible date to exclude police departments. Admitting that police com
missioners can err in judgment on the side of severity, there are far stronger 
arguments in favor of placing full and final disciplinary authority with 
those responsible for the direction of police departments.

It is manifestly in the public interest to see that the honesty and effi
ciency of police departments be kept at the highest possible level, and this 
can be accomplished only by the undivided exercise of disciplinary au
thority by the responsible police officials. Any other system, however 
superficially humane, will cost the public the security which governments 
are established to provide.

4
P olice should D evelop their  Ow n  P ersonnel Program .

Personnel is the chief cost of police service. It is also the principal 
concern of the police administrator who has urgent need to know his men, 
to assign them properly, to stimulate them by transfer or -advancement, 
and to record their failures and successes.

An essential tool of such personnel management is the file maintained on 
each officer. This is limited to the policeman’s entrance papers, the 
transfers and letters written in approbation or complaint by the public. 
Until recently many files lacked photographs and fingerprints of the older 
men, and only those of superior officers are yet organized to facilitate their 
examination.

The files, however, reflect the prevailing attitudes toward police per
sonnel. This attitude is that a man is worthy of study only when up for 
promotion or up on charges. If he remains a patrolman and keeps out of 
trouble, his file is likely to show that he was admitted to the department; 
that one or another fraternal organization praised his handling of its an
nual party; that he was transferred once (but without specification of the 
reason), and that he finally retired.

While this attitude seems neutral, if negligent, it is by no means so in 
practice. The policeman who is up for promotion or trial finds that his 
captain has reported upon defects, if only to protect himself, but that there 
has been no such stimulus to report good performance, unusual valor, and 
so forth. A study of the files of all the officers, ranging from sergeant to 
captain, in a major bureau showed that adverse comments by superiors 
had been recorded more than a score of times, but that there were fewer 
favorable reports. And these were officers who had been promoted.

In the absence of recorded data, the only technique of reassignment or 
promotion is a talk with the man’s present superior. This may produce 
a fairly good history of the man, if he has not been transferred too often, 
but it will probably also produce an unreasonably limited and prejudiced 
evaluation, whether good or bad. "

To make the most of civil service, or to get the best from a system of 
promotion that is operated entirely by the police department, the record
ing of information about all policemen must be placed on an active and 
regularly periodic basis.

The method of reporting must also be made uniform and comparative. 
The statement that a man is “ a good patrolman ” is useless unless a stand
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ard for good patrolmen is set by comparisons. If each sergeant must offer 
such a comparison of his six to ten patrolmen every six months, and if 
each lieutenant and captain does the same for all of his subordinates, the 
relative quality and the special skills of the members of the force will 
quickly become apparent.

These appraisals should be made independently. It is important that 
the subordinate and the superior officers file their reports directly at head
quarters without conference. Headquarters can then note differences of 
opinion and inquire into the reasons for differing evaluations. Not only 
is this much more fair to personnel, but it also gives department officials 
a way of judging the intelligence and leadership capacity of divisional 
captains and others in key positions. After examination, copies of the 

^reports can be returned to those in command of the various divisions, 
bureaus and units.

Reporting especially able work should not be delayed for the periodic, 
general evaluation. Exceptional work should be made known immediately, 
and official or informal commendation should follow with like promptness.

It is also recommended that the department require periodic reports and 
justifications on uniformed personnel assigned to desk duty, “ house
keeping” tasks and patrol wagon service. Some of those injured in service 
may justifiably be given inside work, requiring little physical activity, but 
the habit of assigning healthy men permanently to such tasks is entirely 
wasteful and unwholesome. A patrolman may become an excellent clerk 
after two years of desk duty, but it is highly unlikely that he will ever 
again be a competent policeman. His physical skills and strength are too 
impaired by desk duty.

Need for the reporting procedures outlined above is great, but reports 
are useless if they are not given proper consideration by those who receive 
them. A superintendent or deputy superintendent has too little time to 
make first-hand analyses of such reports, but the alternative is not to 
make a clerk responsible for them, but to establish a thoroughly trained 
and responsible personnel officer. The advantages of selecting an experi
enced civilian for this task are many, but one alone — the civilian’s freedom 
from tradition and police politics — should be enough to justify the 
preference.

D esign and C ondition of Uniforms can be I m proved .
Appearances carry great weight in public judgments on police, and a 

goodly portion of personal appearance depends upon the uniform.
It is possible but difficult to command co-operation and respect by 

manner alone, and most police forces of recognized distinction have de
voted time and money to the design of their uniforms, and have also pro
vided enough money to purchase and maintain them.

In Boston, however, tradition has blocked the changes so readily made 
elsewhere. Uniforms not only suggest a much earlier day, but despite 
good quality reflect poor or niggardly maintenance.

Since the police department provides uniforms for all ranks, it is solely 
responsible for this condition.

In figuring uniform costs, the police department estimates that it will 
spend $40 per officer per year. Today, the cost is actually somewhat
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higher, about $46 per man each year, but this represents a wholly inade
quate increase from the $34 to $36 of pre-war years. Any one who buys 
his own clothing knows this.

It is obvious that uniforms, guns, badges, shoes, and so forth, cannot be 
obtained or properly maintained for use in a very active service at the 
present sum. Frayed pockets, torn or outsize trousers and coats, and caps 
that are shapeless are the result of such ill-advised economy. It is also a 
natural result of economy that the best-uniformed men in the department 
are those assigned to inside duties, where they are seldom seen by the 
public. Such men seldom wear their uniforms.

There is every reason for the department to budget more for clothing. 
The difference in cost between good uniforms and bad uniforms, poorly 
maintained, is too slight in comparison to the gain in public esteem and the 4 
morale of the man himself.

T he  A verage  A ge of P olice is D eclining .
Due largely to the acceptance of recruits between ages thirty and forty, 

the Boston police force for many years has had an exceptionally high aver
age age. Thus physical vigor has been below average, retirement after 
minimum years of service more frequent, and absence for illness relatively 
high.

Considerable progress has recently been made in securing younger re
cruits. Heavy recruitment of the younger men in the postwar years has 
improved the quality of the force substantially.

The average age of members of the police force is now 42.1 years, in con
trast to 45.3 in 1945 and 44 in the last pre-war year. Continued adherence 
to low recruitment ages will reduce the average age still more.

The most distinct improvement has been made in average age at en
trance. In 1940, the average age was 29 at time of entering the force, and, 
during the war, this mounted to 31.5 years. In 1947, the average age at 
entrance was down to 26.9 years, although recruits as old as 39 were 
accepted.

Because of the depression and other factors, the distribution by number 
of years on the force is most uneven.

Of the total force 43.2 per cent have been in the department less than 
10 years; 17.3 per cent from 10 to 20 years; 38.7 per cent from 20 to 
30 years; and less than 1 per cent from 30 to 40 years. The median is 
above 16 years.

Those facts suggest that unusual demands will be made on the pension 
systems in the next several years, and that there is every reason to continue 
present efforts to recruit younger men exclusively.

P olice P a y  Scales conform  g enerally  to A ccepted Standards. ^
Boston police are neither underpaid nor overpaid. Grade for grade, the 

pay scale is in harmony with the national average for cities over 500,000 
population, although there are, of course, small variations from the pre
cise median. When similar comparisons are made with Massachusetts 
cities, the Boston police scale stands at or near the top for each grade.

Separation between grades is in agreement with the widely accepted
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standards of industry, whereby each grade receives 15 per cent more pay 
than the highest pay of the rank below it.

The increases in pay for sergeants and lieutenants in August, 1948, con
formed to this pattern, and while the political activity that accompanied 
them cannot be condoned, the increases did serve to bring these grades 
into proper relationship to patrolmen and captains. All civilian employees 
also received a $300 flat increase in 1948.

There is no cause for further general adjustment of pay scales at this 
time, although the future level of living costs will naturally demand re
current consideration. Also inviting special scrutiny are the salary scales 
of the technical experts employed by the police department. Because they 
are few in numbers such as these are likely to attract insufficient attention 
from legislative committees, although the quality of their work is of prime 
importance to the success of police operations.

E x t r a  P aid  D etails  should be  continued .
There are many reasons for continuation of the policy of permitting 

officers to accept extra paid details, outside their working hours, so long 
as the present controls are continued.

Police are prohibited from accepting other employment, and extra paid 
details permit them to earn additional sums honestly, openly and in the 
public interest.

Without such details, there also would be constant pressure to stretch 
the regulations to permit assignment of officers at public expense, even 
though the cost ought rightly to be borne by private individuals or com
panies.

The determining factor is the exercise of controls to assure equality of 
opportunity for extra details within the department and to limit the total 
of hours any one man devotes to such non-departmental work.

The system set up and operated by the chief clerk serves to distribute 
opportunities evenly among the divisions and headquarters units, and to 
curb the man who would accept extra paid details to the detriment of his 
own health and energy and the discredit of the department.

Even with the higher pay scale in force for extra paid duties, few men 
are earning more than $400 a year additional — insufficient to affect the 
morale of others. None is averaging more than twelve extra hours a 
week, and most are working much less. In view of the fact that police 
hours formerly were much longer, this additional time seems unlikely to 
injure the individuals or the department. Shorter hours for regular police 
duty have greatly increased the attractiveness of details with extra pay.

Conditions of E mployment are  E xtrem ely  F a v o r ab le .
Where considerate treatment of personnel ends and where foolish gen

erosity begins is the question that must be asked regarding the conditions 
of police employment.

The new vacation and sick-leave law became effective February 10, 
1948. It is burdensome to the department and the city budget, and sub
versive of good discipline.

The sick-leave provision is already being reflected in greatly increased
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absence from duty. In the first six full months of operation, the rate of 
daily absence increased over 70 per cent over the same months of the pre
vious year. This means less effective strength for the department and less 
protection for the public.

In March, the increase was 41 per cent; in April, 100 per cent; in May, 
104 per cent; and in June, 68 per cent. Undesirable and avoidable as this 
is, it is only to be expected that effort will be made to compensate for such 
absence by the employment of more men.

Under present employment conditions, the majority of police officers — 
the 56.7 per cent with 10 or more years of service — are able to have 25.6 
per cent of their time off duty, counting only whole days of idleness. This 
results from a combination of sick-leave, vacation and the regular one-day- 
off-in-six schedule for the department, for a total of more than ninety days^' 
a year.

Older officers, with twenty or more years’ service, are privileged to be 
off duty almost one hundred days a year.

The principal cause of this situation is a sick-leave system that entitles 
post-probationary policemen to accumulate sick-leave at the rate of fifteen 
working days a year up to a total of ninety working days. The valid reasons 
for taking such leave are sickness, injury, exposure to contagious diseases 
or death in the immediate family.

On the effective date of the provision, all officers were credited with 
seven and one half days of leave for each year on the force, with a maxi
mum of ninety days. Many officers seem bent upon using up their “ bank” 
of sick-leave as rapidly as possible. In the case of real illness thereafter, 
they may appeal to the commissioner for an additional allowance of paid 
time for sickness.

This system, established by chapter 146, Acts of 1947, is entirely bad 
in its effect on the police department. Nor does it benefit substantially 
the honest and responsible patrolman or officer who becomes genuinely 
ill. Such a man has always received adequate time off with pay.

What it does is to provide a further vacation for the less scrupulous. 
The vacation schedule is already generous enough, providing two weeks 
off for men with one to ten years’ service, three weeks for those with ten 
but less than twenty years’ service, and four weeks of vacation after 
twenty years’ service.

Pending correction of the legislation, it is suggested that the Police 
Commissioner interpret strictly the phrase “ for sickness, injury, exposure 
to contagious diseases or death in the immediate family” , and that he 
also strengthen greatly the investigation of those who report themselves 
ill. A sensible requirement is a police physician’s certification of the 
illness or injury. Investigation by sergeants or fellow officers is entirely 
inadequate and far too open to abuse.

The hours of work per tour of duty vary greatly. The daytime tour is ŝ, 
ten hours, from 7.45 a .m . to 5.45 p .m ., with time off for meals. The second¥ 
tour is from 5.45 p .m . to 12.30 a .m ., or six hours and forty-five minutes. 
The third tour is from 12.30 a .m . to 7.45 a .m ., or seven hours and fifteen 
minutes.

Under any circumstances it is desirable to arrange duty schedules so 
that each man and each officer shall rotate among the three tours, and 
thus have a first-hand acquaintance with police conditions at all hours
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of the day and night. But no such rotation is attempted, with the result 
that its inherent advantages are by-passed while the rank and file strive 
to get assigned to the lengthy but more convenient daytime tour.

In this matter the police department would do well to adopt the system 
widely prevailing elsewhere, of three equal eight-hour tours. If this is 
coupled with frequent rotation among all tours, the best mechanical 
arrangements will have been provided for systematic coverage.

The schedule of rest days, calling for one day off in six, is in line with 
the liberal practices of other large police departments.

Officers are transferred infrequently in Boston. Transfer of personnel 
has been abused in some police departments and made into a vindictive 

-disciplinary tool. Here, however, both the officers and the department 
Wwould be benefited by a policy of systematic transfer of personnel. Regular 

transfer educates police and also serves to break up mutually protective 
groups and combinations of officers.

Police Retirement and Welfare Provisions.
Arrangements for protecting the future of retired policemen and that 

of their families are extraordinarily varied in Boston. There are at the 
present time eight different systems and funds specifically directed at 
police welfare or including police along with other public employees. 
Some of these systems overlap, thereby creating certain options for the 
rank and file. Net effect is to provide the Boston policeman with a more 
generous provision against eventualities than is probably enjoyed by any 
other class of public employee anywhere. The burden of public support 
for these extraordinary arrangements is naturally high and is destined to 
go much higher. In the course of the last ten years the public cost of 
pensions and annuities as reflected in the police budget alone has more 
than doubled, and is still rising at an accelerated pace.

Some of the overlapping provisions and some of the excessive cost stem 
from the inadequate retirement laws of an earlier day. Advent of the joint 
contributory retirement systems often involved generous allowances for 
prior service thereby imposing upon government more than its normal 
share of the expense of support. But these adaptations are multiplied and 
aggravated in the case of Boston largely because the General Court has 
been unusually susceptible to the political pressures brought by public 
employees generally, and has been most liberal in committing the city to 
large pension expenditures from local funds. An added factor has been the 
influence of veterans organizations in securing special treatment for veter
ans in public employment. Here again the variety of options offered to 
policemen who are war veterans are of bewildering variety and especially 
generous.
i Since private property rights are involved under the four retirement 
'systems now in effect for members of the police department, it is a little 
late to deplore the irresponsible legislative policies that have distributed 
public funds with such open-handed prodigality. It is not too late, how
ever, to warn the General Court that multiple pension arrangements have 
already committed the city to future expenditures of unmeasured propor
tions, and that there remain no equities in the employment relationships of 
Boston police which require public recognition and legislative action.
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In addition to these pension and annuity provisions various minor ar
rangements are made for police welfare. One of them is directed towards 
the widows and orphans of police killed in line of duty, involving lump sum 
payments of $1,200 and $260, respectively. Another is derived from a fund 
of about $200,000, the income from which is expended by the Mayor and 
the Police Commissioner to care for special requirements in the relief of 
pensioners who have been retired for disability. Finally there are the usual 
provisions indemnifying police against personal expense and lost time 
arising from injuries received in the performance of duty, and for their 
defence in civil actions arising from such duty.

A private fund also is maintained by the Police Relief Association. It 
pays small per diems ranging from $1 upward to police incurring disabil
ities not connected with the performance of duty, plus a $1,000 death*» 
benefit that is paid to designated beneficiaries or heirs of a deceased police
man.

All these multiform pensions, annuities and benefits can add up to an 
impressive total for the policeman. They establish the Boston policeman 
as a specially favored member of the community so far as security is con
cerned. With all due allowance for the fact that police duty has extra- 
hazardous features, there can be no doubt that the police welfare policy 
has been carried too far and that its further extension will be inequitable 
and unwise.

The Patrol Divisions.
Land area of the city is distributed among sixteen divisions in each of 

which a division station house is located. These stations and their comple
ment of men and equipment are in charge of a captain. They constitute 
the local headquarters from which the police activities of the divisions are 
administered. A separate command is responsible for harbor patrol. 
Present divisional boundaries and distribution of stations are shown in 
Figure 3.

Police divisions in Boston are smaller in area and population than are 
the police divisions of any other large city in the United States. Thus they 
constitute a disproportionately large overhead in relation to the actual 
policing functions that they serve.

The table appearing herewith gives the area and the approximate popu
lation (based on the 1940 Federal Census) of the divisions, and the year in 
which the stations were originally constructed or the last date on which 
substantial renovations were made.
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Figure 3
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Police Divisions in Boston.

D iv is io n . Area
(in Square Miles). Population. Year Station 

House Built.

i ................................................................................ .430 20,688 1890
2 ................................................................................ .416 85 1925
3 ................................................................................ .519 27,226 1862
4 ............................................................... 1.040 49,327 1933
6 ................................................................................ 2.359 58,481 1915
7 ............................................... ....... 2.871 56,928 1913
8 ............................................................... _ l 2,7352 1923
9 ............................................................................... 2.375 89,683 1868

1 0 ............................................................................... 1.974 58,195 1869
1 1 ............................................................................... 4.658 94,090 1870
1 3 ....................................... ....... 4.238 41,558 1874
1 4 .............................................................. 4.446 63,367 1893
1 5 ............................................................... 1.323 25,587 1914
1 6 ............................................................... 1.398 38,662 1888
1 7 ............................................................... 7.356 44,750 1912
1 8 ............................................................... 5.136 29,617 1925
1 9 ............................................................................... 3.808 69,837 1915

1 Harbor limits. 2 Residents of the harbor islands.

Total responsibility for the operation of a division is vested in a captain 
who determines the assignments of the officers and men in his charge. He 
details men to foot and motor patrol, special investigation, wagon and 
traffic duty, clerical and signal desk duties, and the like. Complaints and 
conditions within the division are referred to him and he initiates inquiries 
on behalf of the department and receives the reports of progress and com
pletion of cases. In short, the usefulness of the division depends largely 
upon the captain, and the manner in which he proceeds is readily measured 
by his knowledge of conditions within his district. Wide variations among 
the operating procedures of the divisions are in large measure products of 
this personal control. The control varies with the personality, and it is 
this that makes the task of correlation and co-ordination so difficult.

A captain generally works during the daytime tour and is available at 
other times in emergency. He usually is assisted by three lieutenants, one, 
of whom is on duty during each tour and is in command of the division' 
whenever the captain is absent.

Sergeants are in immediate charge of the patrol force and supervise 
patrolmen assigned on route and sector patrol. All activities involving 
patrolmen in the pursuit of their regular duties are the responsibility of the 
division sergeants. In some cases a sergeant is placed in charge of a di
vision in the absence of superior officers.
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In addition to the complements mentioned above, the personnel of each 
station house includes a signal desk man, one or more clerks, two men 
assigned to each patrol wagon, and, generally, two or three officers assigned 
to criminal investigation, and one patrolman in charge of prisoners detained 
at the station. These general quotas apply to each of the three daily tours 
of duty. Thus the entire overhead of the station is three times as great as 
the quotas given above, plus a 20 per cent allowance which must be made 
for replacements on rest days and vacations, and during sick-leave.

The number of men assigned to each duty varies with the tour and with 
the division. Each of the duties will receive attention under its proper 
heading.

I  Police Stations are  too L arge  and too N um erous.
Divisional stations are generally neat and well kept, but their design is 

outmoded and in some cases antiquated. Some stations have undergone 
no structural change for the past seventy or eighty years. The sheer age 
of many of these buildings militates against economical operation and effi
cient service, and the size of some of them, dating from the days when 
dormitory space was provided for an off-duty reserve, sharply increases 
maintenance and operating costs. Considerable savings could be effected 
by closing off the unused space or, in the case of the older buildings, by the 
construction of new station houses. While the cost of reproducing present 
stations might prove so high as to be prohibitive, a replacement program 
involving smaller, one-story structures and efficiently designed to meet 
current needs rather than those prevailing several generations ago could 
easily be brought within reasonable limits of cost. As such new construc
tion becomes possible, the buildings should be erected in locations that are 
close to the centers of greatest police activity. With the growth and ex
pansion of the city the stations have naturally lost early advantages of 
location, and some are now far removed from the densely congested areas 
in which they might have the largest direct influence.

Police stations are altogether too numerous in Boston. This conclusion 
is inevitable when the number of stations is measured against the total 
area of the city, the population of the city, the volume of criminal activity, 
or any combination of these factors.

Worth-while consolidations already have been effected in two notable 
instances. Divisions 4 and 5 were consolidated in February, 1933, and 
divisions 6 and 12 in August of the same year. The job is not yet complete, 
although the geographical conformation and water frontage of the city 
introduces factors operating to prevent what might otherwise be desirable 
consolidations.

Division 4 is the most active in the city. During the past three years, 
1945-1947, twice as many arrests were made in it as in the next most active 
¡division. Hence division 4 may be used as a practical local standard 
*gainst which to measure the police activity of other divisions.

An immediate program of consolidation can be effected which will pro
vide the same service from 12 stations as is now extended from 17. Leaving 
aside the wholly secondary question of the adjustment of divisional bounda
ries to local and sometimes changing situations, it is clear that the very 
small first and second divisions in the downtown area can be consolidated 
by abandoning the sixty-year old first division station, and similarly com-
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bining divisions 3 and 16 by discontinuing the eighty-year old third division 
station. Another octogenarian building at division 9 can be given up in 
favor of an equally ancient pile at station 10, while division 17 can be well 
served from station 13, and division 19 from division 18.

The advantages to be derived from such consolidations are so substantial 
that they invite immediate action. But two considerations block the way. 
Deterrents have consisted partly in a popular anxiety lest reduction in the 
number of divisions shall somehow reduce the amount or quality of police 
service. It may be confidently stated that there is no basis whatever for 
such popular doubts. But an added and wholly official concern is found 
among officers and men of the force, who foresee that reductions in the 
number of divisions may involve eventual reductions in the total of superior 
officers and of indoor assignments. Here the man power economies promisP1 
to be very large, totaling 114 officers and men under prevailing patterns.

The proposed divisional layout, showing boundaries and station loca
tions, appears in Figure 4.

P atrol D ivisions requ ire  C loser Supervision .
Reducing the number of patrol divisions will greatly reduce the over

head of personnel now involved in divisional operation, and will also re
duce the number of divisional commanders directly responsible to the 
superintendent of police, but it will still leave substantially unchanged the 
present arrangements for general supervision.

It is a physical and administrative impossibility for the superintendent 
of police personally to perform this important function. Recognition of 
that fact has led the police department to provide a deputy superintendent 
who is generally charged with inspectional duties. A very large part of 
such duties naturally consist in checking up on divisional operations. But 
the 17 patrol divisions now maintained are much too numerous to permit 
close control by a single functionary, however active he may be, and the 
proposed reduction to 12 patrol divisions would ameliorate the condition 
only slightly. So if the extraordinary independence of the divisional cap
tains is to be effectively curbed in the interest of closer headquarters con
trol, additional supervisory officers must be provided.

It is accordingly recommended that three district inspectors be detailed 
at extra pay from the quota of police captains. There will be a surplus 
in this quota if five divisional stations are closed as recommended. Each 
such inspector should be charged with the immediate supervision of a group 
of patrol divisions. Thus one inspector would be in charge of the area now 
constituting divisions 1 and 2 in downtown Boston, plus the existing com
mands in East Boston, Charlestown and the harbor division. These divi
sions perform closely related police duties and constitute a natural unit for 
supervising purposes and for co-ordinating the patrol and investigate 
activities of the harbor police with similar work in the land areas immedi
ately adjacent to the harbor. A second inspector would similarly exercise 
supervision over the four new divisions lying along a north and south axis 
running from Brighton to South Boston. A third inspector would have 
the four new divisions constituting the rest of the city’s land area, and em
bracing the extensive residential and local commercial districts in the 
western half of the city.
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Figure 4
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The three district supervisors herein proposed may then be held account
able for constantly supervising the operations of divisional captains in 
their respective districts. Since there must be considerable co-ordination 
among the three, to the end that uniform standards may be applied and 
tactical shifts of man power effectively made, the inspectors should be 
subordinated to the deputy superintendent now charged with divisional 
inspections. If this deputy retains control of the racket and vice squad 
that now operates occasionally upon special order, a very high degree of 
co-ordination should be introduced into these varied but closely related 
police activities.

The general effect of the foregoing proposal is graphically portrayed in 
Figures 2 and 4. ^

T w o-M an  C rew s in  P atrol C ars are  not alw ays  N ecessary.
One-man versus two-man crews in patrol cars is a highly controversial 

question. The police trend is towards a cautious acceptance of one-man 
crews. This report cannot settle the issue, even though it is clear that Bos
ton’s crime does not warrant two-man crews at all hours.

Those who oppose one-man crews under any and all circumstances con
tend that they are undermanned in major emergencies. To this the answer 
is made that radio communication with patrol cars provides full control 
over all such units, thereby permitting quick concentrations of man power. 
Curiously enough the long standing tradition of one-man foot patrols is 
endorsed without question. Yet the officer on foot is without radio and 
ofttimes must go a considerable distance to the nearest call-box to summon 
assistance, while an officer in a patrol car can readily obtain aid via the 
radio. When it is necessary for the patrol officer to leave his car he can 
radio his location and his expected duration off the air. If he fails to call 
back ivithin that period, assistance can be dispatched. This procedure is 
akin to that which the foot patrolman, by means of his call-box, has been 
following for years.

It is recommended that one-man crews be initially adopted for the day
light hours only. To this it may be objected that the present burden of 
school-crossing duties requires a heavy concentration of uniformed men 
from the traffic and patrol divisions during the daylight hours. Hence 
any reduction in the size of patrol car crews would prevent full school 
coverage. Adoption of the proposal in the following section will dispose 
of that objection.

Use of one-man patrol car crews during the day tour of duty will re
lease 58 men, and with allowance for replacements will permit reduction 
of the total force by 72 men.

D uty  at  School C rossings im pairs P atrol  E ffectiveness. *
Foot patrols are best adapted to business and commercial areas and in 

congested districts frequented by disorderly and criminal elements. The 
advantages of foot patrol are many. It permits close surveillance and in
timate knowledge of the district; it allows personal contacts with local 
businessmen and residents; and the mere presence of a uniformed officer 
tends to produce a quieting effect on otherwise troublesome areas. On
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the other hand, the boundaries of a foot patrolman’s route must necessarily 
be limited, this makes foot patrol expensive to maintain. Hence any
thing that interferes with the effectiveness of the foot patrolman must be 
subjected to the closest scrutiny.

One of the major interruptions in the patrolman’s routine is traffic duty 
For specified periods of two or more hours each day every available man 
is detailed from his regular duties to help expedite the flow of traffic to 
and from the downtown area, and to the coverage of school crossings, 
r m 1S)'in adclltl0Ij the very considerable man power assigned to the 
traffic division or detailed to traffic duties by the divisions

Especially time-consuming is the necessity of covering school crossings 
at four different times each day, — m the morning, before and after lunch 

F and immediately after school closing. Traffic protection measures for 
school children are an unquestioned necessity in many cases, but it does 
not follow that police must assume sole responsibility in the matter Due 
to the coverage extended at school crossings, virtually the entire city is 
unprotected at these predictable hours.

Boston might well make use of the system, successfully employed bv 
other cities, of utilizing the services of school janitors and building super
intendents to provide this school-crossing protection. A badge, arm band 
and a cap can provide them with the “ cloak of authority”  necessary to 
assure simple stop-and-go enforcement. While so engaged, these men 
would necessarily be subject to police regulation and supervision

At present the preponderance of strength of the foot patrol force is found 
m the daytime tour on weekdays. The sharpest decrease in patrol activity 
is experienced on Sunday when police protection is substantially reduced 
during the day. Sunday is generally a day off for the foot patrolman, a 
practice that is defended because of the assumed necessity of having him 
available for school-crossing or traffic duty during the rest of the week 
it the recommendation regarding school-crossing duty is followed, the 
foot patrols can be distributed throughout the week and on each tour of 
duty m accordance with the criminal activity curve. Such action would 
immeasurably increase the effectiveness of the great body of patrolmen.

Some F oot Patrols are  not A dequately  Supervised .
Distribution of foot patrols to the areas in which they are most needed 

and during the hours when they can be most effective, must be supple
mented by competent supervision.

Although the duty of supervising the patrol force extends throughout 
the entme hierarchy of the division commands, it is the immediate respon- 
s bihty of sergeants. The number of sergeants available for suoervisory 
auties is therefore an important factor. Records for a recent period show 
an average ratm of 1 sergeant to 6 patrolmen. It is a defensible ratio if 
2 “  w!tb reasonable uniformity. But the quota of patrolmen that is 
upervised by a sergeant now ranges all the way from two to fifteen men.

sW a« t • r^tiosu.are ^effective because of an unequal and in some in- 
stances unjustifiable distribution of the available sergeants. Divisional
attentionnpfC \° take quef ions more seriously, and, where necessary 
directed to intervene0rded’ headquarters officers must be authorized and
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M otor Patrols are  not W ell D istributed .
Of the 71 radio-equipped patrol cars in Boston, 58 are regularly assigned 

to the patrol divisions. The others are assigned to headquarters offices or 
to the special squads detailed to special service, racket and vice, crime 
prevention and the like. The proportion of the total number regularly 
available for patrol duties is wholly adequate, but the distribution of these 
cars to the various divisions invites several changes.

In the outlying divisions of the city, where patrol cars can be most 
effectively used, approximately the same number of cars are now in use as 
in the densely populated, highly congested downtown areas, where cars are 
ofttimes tied up in congested traffic. More cars should be put in use in these 
outlying areas, while the number of cars in use in the downtown areas may 
be correspondingly reduced. The problem is entirely one of distribution, 
and in no case should it involve an increase of men or equipment.

Chief reliance upon foot patrols in the densely populated and high value 
areas, and upon motor patrols in residential areas of low population density, 
is a fundamental tenet of modern policing. Most superior officers accept 
this generalization, but it is irregularly applied in practice. For example, 
in division 1 in the North End two cars are assigned to patrol an area less 
than one half a square mile, while in division 17, in West Roxbury, the same 
number of cars patrol an area more than seventeen times as large.

If motor patrols are to be most effective it is also important that they be 
maintained in effect at all times. Cars are frequently parked for long 
periods in front of station houses or in the station garages, totally inactive. 
Such cars are variously referred to as a “ spare,”  “ .the captain’s car,” or 
“ reserved for emergency use.”  The last description is most commonly 
offered among the various attempts to justify patrol inactivity. It seems 
incredible that radio-equipped patrol cars should thus be immobilized 
while awaiting an “ emergency,”  when their whole purpose is predicated 
on their immediate availability for emergency service while pursuing rou
tine patrol.

It is particularly objectionable that, during lunch hours, all the cars in 
some divisions are totally inactive for periods of one or more hours at a 
time. This is both wasteful and hazardous, since it leaves large portions of 
entire divisions without patrol protection of any kind.

Redistribution of the cars to those divisions in which they can be most 
effective is an absolute necessity, but it alone will offer only limited im
provement unless divisional captains are required to keep them actively 
circulating at all hours of the day and night.

D ivisional  C all-B o x  Service  should be  C onsolidated.
Call-boxes on the various routes provide the principal means of com

municating between the foot patrolman and his station. At specified inter
vals he is required by department rule to report his location to the station 
house. The signal desk operator records the time of the call and the num
ber of the box from which the call is made. This is a regular procedure 
which ostensibly provides a degree of control over, and protection for, the 
foot patrolman.
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The system is substantially weakened by the absence of a mechanical 
recorder which stamps the place and time of call on a tape. This device is 
a regular feature employed in recording citizens’ alarms from the same 
call-boxes as are used by the patrol force, and it would be a simple and 
relatively inexpensive matter to expand the use of the recording apparatus 
to log all calls. But the mere installation of this centrally located recording 
device will be of little value unless the tapes are regularly audited by su
perior officers. In this way the possibility of complicity between a patrol
man and a signal desk operator can be greatly reduced.

The disciplinary effect of the call-box system can be further increased, 
and the operating man power now assigned to signal duty at the sixteen 
stations can be substantially reduced, if box circuits are brought into the 

l three district centers where the proposed district inspectors will maintain 
their headquarters. This concentration of control will remove the signal 
operators from undesirably close association with patrolmen on the beat, 
will place in the hands of the district inspector an essential record for his 
supervisory functions, and will reduce the number of signal operators en
gaged at division stations, now totaling sixty men including replacements, 
by not less than one fourth and perhaps by as much as one half. Experience 
elsewhere shows that the non-recurring cost of bringing call-box circuits 
into a district headquarters can be wholly met from the man power econ
omies that are realized in the first year of operating the consolidated 
facilities.

E conomies can be  E ffected  in  P atrol W agon Operatio n .
Station records for a recent period indicate that some patrol wagons are 

operated only five or six times in a tour of duty. This means a total oper
ating time of less than one hour in eight. On the other hand, the patrol 
wagons of other stations, notably in station 4, are in almost continuous 
operation. Considerable economies can be effected through consolidating 
patrol wagon service in five of the divisions.

Based on the present set-up and demonstrated requirements for wagon 
service, the following consolidations are in order: division 1 should receive 
its service from division 2; division 3 from division 16; division 9 from 
division 10; division 17 from division 13; and division 19 from division 18.

The man power economies involved in the foregoing changes will total 
thirty-eight patrolmen on the present basis of operation. But if five 
patrol divisions are consolidated as proposed in a preceding section, there 
will be no additional saving over and above the economies there shown, 
as the same divisions are affected by that proposal.

In addition to the slight demand for some patrol wagons, there is con
siderable evidence that they are misused, particularly in handling certain 
“ emergency” hospital cases. It is reasonable that the police patrol 
wagons and ambulances should be used in cases of real urgency when 
hospital ambulances are not readily available. But patrol wagons should 
in no case be considered free conveyances to be employed to suit public 
convienence in non-emergency cases. At the present time police patrol 
vans transport two out of every three cases conveyed by public vehicles. 
Pending a considerable enlargement of public ambulance service, greater 
discretion must be exercised in determining the necessity for using police
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vehicles in such cases. If effectively applied a substantial decrease in the 
frequency of patrol wagon operation could be immediately brought about 
and patrol wagons would be left available for duties of a truly emergency 
character.

H arbo r  Service  Invites  R etrenchm ent.
Patrol of the harbor, its various estuaries and parts of the Charles 

River, is divided among the U. S. Coast Guard, the harbor division of the 
police department, and the patrol boats of the Metropolitan District 
Commission. It is impracticable to divide the water features adjacent 
to the city among these three agencies according to any hard and fast rule.
In general, however, the Coast Guard confines itself to the harbor proper, . 
and the Metropolitan District Commission to the waters of the CharlesJ* 
River. This leaves the harbor division of the police department in an 
ambiguous intermediate position with its functions overlapping somewhat 
the work of the federal and Metropolitan District authorities.

Largest single function of the harbor division is discharge of the duties 
usually associated with a harbor master. They chiefly consist in regulating 
marine traffic in the harbor and in requiring incoming ships and yachts 
to anchor in designated areas. These and incidental duties are performed 
day and night by crews of two police boats. Three smaller craft are 
held in reserve by the harbor division and are occasionally used on special 
duties. On the upper Charles, where the Metropolitan District Com
mission holds full sway, the police department also operates a sixth patrol 
boat during the months from late spring to early fall. A curious hiatus 
in the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan District Commission over the 
river bed adjacent to West Roxbury provides the apparent need for this 
special marine patrol. If the jurisdictional difficulty could be resolved, 
police of the Metropolitan District Commission could perform the seasonal 
duties now assumed by the Boston police patrol boat without adding to 
existing facilities, and the need for the special river patrol now maintained 
by the police force would be obviated.

There is some evidence that the harbor division often lacks sufficient 
duties to maintain a program of full activity. It lays great stress upon 
its many miscellaneous services which, however useful to individuals, 
are not necessarily functions of a police department. Unstressed, but 
nevertheless bulking out in the record of activity, is employment of police 
craft in connection with public and private recreation and entertainment.

The ease with which the police department is able to secure financial 
support for large outlays for equipment is well illustrated in the quality of 
the six boats now maintained. Further expenditures for these purposes 
should be examined closely lest an already generous allotment of equip
ment become greatly excessive.

Criminal Investigation.
The task of investigating crimes is performed by the seventeen patrol 

divisions, the Bureau of Criminal Investigation and the racket and vice 
squad.

There are good and sufficient reasons for this wide diffusion of activity, 
even though administrative control is rendered more difficult thereby.
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Racket and vice investigations often must be conducted by a specialized 
squad, operating under the direction of an officer of high rank who enjoys 
the full confidence of the general police administrator. Similarly there is 
frequent need for turning the investigation of certain types of crimes over 
to a headquarters corps of detectives, who can conduct city-wide and 
intercity inquiries, and quickly and easily secure arrest and identification 
records, laboratory tests of traces, and other special aids. This leaves the 
patrol divisions to conduct the general run of minor and local inquiries 
plus many major investigations that do not seem to merit special attention 
from headquarters.

Decisions as to which cases are to be handled by the Bureau of Criminal 
^Investigation are made by the Bureau itself, which then assigns such cases

its own operatives. Any results secured are reported back to the patrol 
division m which the case originated. It follows that when headquarters 
takes over investigation of a case the division is not thereby relieved of 
its further conduct; nor is the Bureau of Criminal Investigation under 
any obligation to report progress prior to an arrest or the recovery of 
stolen property.

If Boston, with its highly decentralized police patterns, were to staff its 
detective bureau on the same scale as the general average for American 
cities, it would have over two hundred officers and men assigned to head
quarters investigation, and the duplication of inquiries and of man power 
would reach impressive proportions. But, due to these special local pro
cedures, only about one hundred men of police rank are attached to the 
bureau of Cnmmal Investigation plus some twenty clerks, stenographers 
and technicians. The patrol divisions also have about one hundred men 
engaged m plainclothes work.

All told, only some sixty or sixty-five headquarters operatives are en
gaged directly m criminal investigations and apprehensions, and it is 
illuminating to note that they average less than fifteen arrests per man 
per annum. Despite wide variations in effectiveness, which ranges from 
tne skilled activities of the homicide squad to a record of only 10 per cent 
ot auto thefts that are cleared by arrest, the broad generalization stands — 
an agency that is primarily charged with the detection of criminals shows

cn a low rate of activity as to raise question concerning its current utility.

M ajor Changes are  required  in  the  B . C. I.
The answer is to be found largely in the fact that the B. C. I. for many 

2  f  asf be®n increasingly overburdened with men having no special
hflrlu fi16 WOrk’ or suffering from impaired health, or seeking softer 
oerais than the rigors of uniformed patrol afford. While the process has
io th f w l  t °ne ^ kas been cumulative in its effects because assignments 
lharacter ^  ̂ seem generally to have been viewed as being permanent in

H i S r " ’ ^  department never applies a performance standard to in- 
ao-pnproii°Perf-tl7eS m tke*r in d u ct ° f criminal investigations. Although 
its 7  - satlsiactory case assignment record is maintained in the B. C. I.
durHwi°a as a means of culling out unsatisfactory or unpro-
the fart L T r  PfP301111®! 1S wholly neglected. This is possibly due to 

t down through the years the police department and the Civil
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Service Commission have rejected all proposals to measure performance 
and efficiency. Since it is impossible to select capable detectives on any 
but a trial and error basis, this leaves each decade’s group of administrative 
heads with a dismal heritage of substandard detective personnel who are 
covered in and protected by police tradition.

Affairs recently reached a stage where members of the B. C. I. sought 
further protection in their present status through a legislative act. This 
effort was thwarted, and in its stead emerged chapter 604, Acts of 1948, to 
which favorable reference has already been made in a preceding section 
of this report. Effect of the act is to provide additional compensation for 
detective personnel operating from headquarters and in the divisions. 
This recent statute can be used not only to provide an incentive for superior 
investigative work, but can become the instrument for periodically cullinp 
out ill-qualified operatives or those who for one reason or another have 
lost their effectiveness. Such a process of constant review and evaluation 
can scarcely be initiated, however, without recourse to systematic per
formance records. The assignment records now maintained offer a be
ginning towards this end, but they should be extended as to many details 
of detective work and procedure, and of course should be constantly re
viewed by the appropriate heads of the B. C. I. and their official superiors.

Figures have already been provided above to show how large is the 
stenographic, clerical and technical personnel of the B. C. I. in relation to 
the number of operatives. This is in part due to the fact that to the B. C. I. 
is entrusted the operation and maintenance of practically all headquarters 
records relative to police operations. Thus the B. C. I. maintains not only 
the identification files of fingerprints, photographs, stolen and pawned 
property, names and aliases, together with various laboratory techniques 
for the examination of traces, but it is also charged with operating the ar
rest and accident records of the department, regardless of the point at 
which such records originate.

At a later point in this report a proposal will be made to transfer all but 
the necessary operating records of headquarters detectives out of the 
B. C. I., to the end that the administrative controls upon which the suc
cess of departmental administration must hinge shall be more directly 
associated with the Commissioner’s office and wholly disassociated from 
the control of any law enforcing unit.

Certain of the B. C. I. records will necessarily be retained; among them, 
the highly systematic recording of lost, stolen, pawned, purchased and re
covered property. At the present time the daily reports from pawnbrokers 
are copied from the pawnbrokers’ report sheets on to individual property 
identification cards which are then filed according to a fixed classification. 
It is contended that the burden of this copying process has become too 
great for the present recording personnel in the pawnshop section, and 
that additions to such personnel must therefore be made. But if pawn») 
shops are instructed to make their reports directly upon the police recor* 
cards, an entire time-consuming operation can be eliminated altogether, 
and the personnel reduced rather than increased.
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Traffic Regulation and Accident Control.
During the past ten years the per capita rate for motor vehicle traffic- 

deaths has averaged about 5 per cent higher in Boston than in all American 
cities of over 500,000 population. The excess, while not large, offers no 
ground for congratulation. Traffic congestion is so severe that it bulks 
large as a public issue. In some quarters there is no hope that the present 
unsatisfactory condition can ever be greatly relieved. Others conclude 
that nothing short of a physical replanning and provision of extensive off- 
street parking facilities can produce really fruitful results. Finalljq there 
are small groups both within and without the police department who be
lieve that more and better enforcement will go far towards a solution re
gardless of any physical changes that may be made. Evidence may be 
Adduced to support all three of these differing views, and this serves to 
confuse the issue and to prevent adoption of a congestion relief program 
that will attract the continuing support of all of the varied interests in
volved.

Since this report is concerned only with questions of law enforcement 
and the means employed to that end, no attempt will be made to reconcile 
diverse views concerning new super highways and new off-highway parking 
facilities. These are the special concern of the traffic commission and plan
ning agencies. In addition to such duties the traffic commission also es
tablishes rules and regulations governing the use of the streets of the city. 
It then falls to the police department to enforce such regulations.

Co-ordinating R egulation  and  E nforcement P roves D ifficu lt .
The fact that the traffic commission is under municipal control whereas 

the police department is under state control introduces a disturbing ele
ment into the situation, since there are no effective governmental means 
for bringing the regulations promulgated by the traffic commission into 
conformity with the hard facts and limitations of effective law enforce
ment; nor are there official means by which the traffic commission can 
be assured that its regulations will be enforced in accordance with their 
intent and spirit. While the police commissioner is ex officio an associate 
member of the traffic commission, experience has demonstrated that this 
rudimentary device does not assure co-ordination of the aims of traffic 
engineering with the resources of law enforcement.

In cities that exercise full control of the local police force, it is possible 
to work out some degree of co-ordination through exercise of authority 
by the Mayor and other general city officials. This recourse is barred 
in the case of Boston, and there appears to be no effective way to over
come the difficulty. It would be indefensible to transfer regulation of the 
use of the city streets to the Police Commissioner or to any other state 

Appointed authority. On the other hand, any effort to provide the traffic 
commission with the means for directly enforcing its own regulations 
would end with the establishment of a specialized traffic police force, and 
produce additional confusion and inefficiency in all forms of law 
enforcement.

So the unpleasant fact must be faced that when the traffic commission 
decides to install parking meters or traffic signals in a section of the city
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where the police department considers such devices to be inappropriate, 
half-hearted enforcement of the regulations pertaining to such devices 
will result. Similarly the traffic commission can never be held exclusively 
responsible for the failure of its regulations to regulate, since some of the 
blame for such failure can always be shifted to the police force.

Although these harsh realities cannot be avoided, something substantial 
can be done within the police framework which will serve to relieve traffic 
congestion and perhaps to moderate the toll of traffic accidents.

Current efforts to keep arterial thoroughfares clear during the hours 
immediately preceding 9 a .m . and 5 p .m ., and to prohibit parking on the 
overloaded downtown streets, offer a case in point. A very large part of the 
specialized traffic police force is used each day in striving towards these 
twin objectives. £

Emphasis upon unauthorized parking violations rises in intensity with 
each passing year. Almost 100,000 parking violation notices were issued 
by the traffic division during the seven months’ period from December 1, 
1947, to June 30, 1948. This impressive total was more than 50 per cent 
greater than that reached during the comparable period of 1945-1946. 
If sheer activity, however random, could keep the city’s highways clear 
of congestive parking, surely this great effort would already have shown 
some useful result. But the results are not yet apparent, largely because 
of gross inequalities in the regulations and in their enforcement.

Although the General Court enacted the law establishing the traffic 
commission, it has taken pains to direct the commission to set aside certain 
streets in the neighborhood of the State House for the exclusive parking 
use of legislative members. Traffic division patrols may strive to keep 
Beacon Street clear each weekday morning and evening for the twice- 
daily surge of traffic, but in that portion of Beacon Street fronting the 
State House the available roadway is narrowed by such privileged parking. 
Similarly the traffic that flows towards the ancient center of the city via 
Beacon Street and Tremont Street converges finally at the intersection 
of School Street and Tremont, thereby producing one of the most con
gested traffic intersections in this or any other country. But the vagaries 
of the city plan have been exaggerated by the regulators and the enforcers. 
Several hundred feet of curb at this critical intersection have been desig
nated by the traffic commission as a hotel loading zone. The abutting 
owners secure this privilege by paying 50 cents per annum per front foot 
of curb that must be painted to indicate its restricted character. The 
purpose, of course, is not to confine this extensive frontage to loading and 
unloading exclusively, because no such great distance is necessary to that 
end. The real intent is to provide the hotel with street parking accom
modations for its guests, pending the time when attendants from the 
hotel garage can remove the cars to commercially operated facilities. 
This is a great convenience to the parties directly involved, but it is destruc ,̂ 
tive of the whole intent of the parking prohibitions throughout manJE 
miles of highway lying to the west. The example cited is by no means 
unique. It is duplicated in slightly different forms in the vicinity of public 
buildings, whether federal, state or local, in the street frontage of many 
commercial houses located on important thoroughfares, and at large 
hotels and apartment houses throughout the city. It seems idle therefore 
for the police to become involved in an increasing degree of enforcement of
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parking regulations unless and until more effective provision is made for 
keeping open the most congested portions of the street system.

E nforcement M easures are  Inadequ ate .
The traffic division suffers from nothing so much as its own confusion 

concerning its mission as a law enforcing agency. Its purpose should be 
not to reduce the public use of the highways, but to increase such use. 
Concentration of over two hundred traffic men within the confines of the 
five downtown divisions during the daylight hours results in a gross over
emphasis on this area without producing free circulation of traffic. It con

tributes little or nothing to accident prevention. The traffic division 
^.either operates accident investigation crews of its own nor provides in

struction in the established techniques of accident investigation for the 
mobile units of the police department generally. Accidents are investi
gated by the first car to arrive on the scene, whether operating as part of 
a divisional command or of the central traffic unit. This is good so far as 
it goes. But the crews of such cars are untrained in accident investigation. 
In view of the abiding purpose of the police department to maintain geo
graphical division commands that cover the whole range of law enforce
ment, it is most urgent that all Boston police receive intensive formal in
struction in accident investigation to the end that this largely neglected 
aspect of traffic safety may be more competently and effectively handled.

Motorcycle patrolmen serve both in patrol division commands and in 
the traffic division. The traffic motorcycle men are chiefly employed in 
tagging parked cars, in commercial escort duties, and in covering part-time 
traffic posts. The motorcycle patrols in divisional commands operate as 
the divisional commanders direct. This generally consists in circulating 
patrol in selected areas. As a result, the motorcycle patrols are rarely em
ployed for the duties for which they are best adapted, namely, the control 
of fast-moving traffic on straightaway beats which cover selected arterial 
thoroughfares throughout their length. Any such speed regulation as is 
secured under prevailing patterns is casual, temporary and limited to short 
stretches on lengthy thoroughfares. Thus the influence of constant sur
veillance, so widely practiced by the police department in other spheres of 
activity, is here completely dissipated.

Within the extremely narrow confines of its present jurisdiction and 
activity, the traffic division is heavily overmanned. It needs, however, to 
increase the thoroughness of its work in regulating parking, both at metered 
and posted locations. It needs also to establish city-wide motorcycle 
patrols on all express thoroughfares, and to provide much needed instruc
tion for the rank and file of the entire department in the application of 
modern techniques of accident investigation. Net effect of these enlarge- 

rlments will be to offset a considerable part of the man power economies that 
“ otherwise would be in order.

Control of Delinquency.
More than one eighth of all persons arrested in Boston during 1947 on 

charges other than drunkenness or auto law and traffic violations were 
under the age of seventeen. More than 2,500 juveniles were charged with
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crimes adjudged sufficiently serious to rule out the traditional warning plus 
restitution for damage.

This 13.6 per cent of arrests, again excluding auto cases and drunkenness, 
does not constitute a “ junior crime wave,”  but the city’s juveniles do con
stitute a major responsibility of the police, either to arrest or to direct to 
appropriate remedial social agencies. Some of the divisional commanders 
are emphatic in stating that delinquency is the largest single police problem 
in their respective areas.

The only organized effort to apprehend juveniles before, as well as after, 
the commission of crime, and to secure for them treatment appropriate to 
their age and type of delinquency is that of the Crime Prevention Bureau, 
a headquarters unit. Work on juvenile cases in the sixteen patrol divisions  ̂
is sporadic, variable in quality and policy, and lacking in the elementary* 
tools for constructive policing of the young.

There are thirteen patrolwomen in the Crime Prevention Bureau, and: 
various special officers who in most patrol divisions devote to juvenile 
cases only so much time as is left over from criminal investigation of adults. 
A few divisions have special officers assigned exclusively to juvenile work.

Neither aptitude nor training is required of the special officers, and there 
are supervisors and workers in Boston social agencies who are sharply 
critical of the behavior and knowledge of certain of the special officers 
operating on juvenile assignment.

The patrolwomen generally have had some training in the handling of 
juveniles and in effective co-operation with probation officers and interested 
social agencies. More important still is the fact that in recent years patrol
women have been recruited specifically for the investigation or prevention 
of juvenile crime, and are required to pass a civil service examination to 
which special questions on crime prevention and social welfare agency 
operation are added.

Effectiveness of the police department’s juvenile crime work would be 
increased markedly by adoption of high standards for the selection of per
sonnel so assigned, and by intensive in-service training, taking advantage 
of the courses offered by institutions in the Boston area. The required 
standard for personnel should include two years of college, to assure a basis 
for advanced study, a solid investigative record, and evidence of leadership 
ability.

The Crime Prevention Bureau maintains excellent files on juveniles ar
rested, plus those officially warned, or observed in dubious situations and 
advised. Such information is of prime value to competent special officers 
and the courts. All arrests also are noted on a standard form and for
warded daily to the Bureau of Records.

It is only through the Bureau of Records that knowledge acquired by 
the special officers in the patrol divisions is systematically shared with the 
Crime Prevention Bureau. This is partial and perfunctory knowledges 
and other contact between the divisions and the Bureau is rare.

Among the patrol divisions co-ordination is better. Special officers by 
regulation do consult the division in which a suspected juvenile resides. 
This procedure often yields useful information, although it depends for 
success on the tenure and memory of the special officer who is called upon 
to provide information. A required check with the Bureau of Records 
file shows the arrest history of the youth.

However, both sources are defective when patrol divisions deal with
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transient or newly arrived juveniles. A responsibility of the Crime Pre
vention Bureau is inspection and observation of transport terminals, parks, 
hotels, rooming houses and other places frequented by juveniles who have 
left their homes. Hence the Bureau has almost exclusive knowledge of 
this group of youths, while divisional independence and sometimes an 
abiding dislike for patrolwomen keeps the Bureau from being consulted 
regularly.

A further defect is lack of supervision over the patrol divisions’ investi
gations of juveniles. In theory, each division captain supervises the special 
officer on juvenile assignment. But there is no indication that the captains 
take the trouble to investigate, evaluate or direct the work of the special 

,, officer. Indeed, two captains were unable to name the special officer so 
¡^detailed by them.

Inadequate investigation by the divisions fairly often results in return
ing juveniles to the custody of the very people who have caused them 
to run away or to commit offences. One child of eleven years was returned 
four or more times to his senile and brutal guardian before a special officer 
discovered scalp and body injuries and made inquiry.

The patrol divisions make more than 90 per cent of juvenile arrests. 
Moreover, they have the advantage of intimate knowledge of their re
spective areas and the people in them. It follows that any scheme for 
improving police work with juveniles must seek to co-ordinate the general 
qualifications of headquarters operatives with these local and grass-roots 
police resources.

Co-ordination is a large and impressive term, but its actual achievement 
in human affairs is seldom realized. Yet a useful start will be made by 
recognizing that police juvenile work, if it is to be anything more than 
punitive, requires intensive effort by officers of special training and interest, 
well supervised and directed toward goals unlike those of the average crim
inal investigator. This involves not only a professional, systematic ap
proach to juvenile crime, but a free employment of all of the facilities that 
the highly varied police department has to offer. Unless and until divisional 
personnel have a more complete understanding of the principles underly
ing successful work with juveniles no co-ordination of central and local 
activity will be possible. It is the job of the central bureau operatives to 
make their own techniques available to all; not only through the medium 
of recruit and advanced training in an improved police academy, but also 
by means of many interviews and conferences with divisional captains and 
special officers. Such methods can prove to be a time-consuming process, 
but as yet no better way has been developed. It can succeed in Boston if 
top-side police executives are convinced of its soundness and lend their 
active official support. It will open numerous routes to a more uniform and 
more effective attack upon juvenile crime, and thus make direct attack 

:k upon the obvious origin of the adult criminal.
*  The detention of juveniles is satisfactory in most respects. Those under 

fourteen years of age and all those charged with such minor offences as 
delinquency or being runaways are held outside the cell block until their 
parents or guardians can be summoned to assume custody, except in cases 
involving life sentence or death penalty. When parents are unavailable, 
the juveniles are turned over to the probation officer of the area’s municipal 
court, and he finds secure and satisfactory lodging.

Juveniles between fourteen and seventeen years who are charged with
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more serious offences, are held in the city prison or the house of detention 
for women. In both places it is the practice to give them private cells.

Neither the city prison nor the house of detention is satisfactory for the 
detention of fifteen or sixteen year old boys or girls, despite the best 
efforts of the officials. The need for segregation of juveniles from adults is 
widely recognized, and it is manifestly desirable that some special provision 
be made for this group.

A single small building of special design could house the juveniles while 
awaiting trial, and, with the approval of the courts, while awaiting the 
required physical examinations.

To adequate investigation must be coupled more regular co-operation 
with the social welfare agencies. Individual special officers do already co
operate intelligently, and the Crime Prevention Bureau has three members! 
on the Boston Council of Social Agencies. But the exceptions must not be 
tolerated.

The police cannot act as social workers, and should not try to do so, al
though there is continuing need for them to make use of the skills and 
facilities of social welfare agencies. This applies particularly to the han
dling of non-resident juveniles and to those resident juveniles whose 
offences are clearly the product of home environment. The records of the 
Crime Prevention Bureau furnish abundant proof of the direct benefits to 
the police of such co-operation.

Yet the Bureau itself is below standard on its follow-up of juvenile cases. 
Arrest and conviction of a juvenile should not terminate his interest for 
police. His probation or parole should be matters of routine police knowl
edge and interested activity. A return to his old ways can then be noted 
and further preventive steps taken.

Care of Prisoners.
The vast majority of prisoners detained in divisional lock-ups or in the 

city prison are not professional criminals, and the character and quality 
of treatment they require must be gauged accordingly. Some are the vic
tims of mistaken identity or of excessive zeal in law enforcement. Some 
will be released after a preliminary hearing; others will be found not guilty 
after trial. Only a few offer any serious threat to public order and the 
security of civil life.

More than one half of all persons detained are charged with drunken
ness. The reason for their arrest is perhaps evenly divided between the 
need to protect them from themselves or from others and to protect the 
community from minor disorders. Even among the smaller group of 
prisoners detained for other crimes few are professionals and even fewer 
are dangerous.

These facts indicate that the divisional lock-ups and the city prison, 
will serve their purposes best if they keep prisoners securely without im
posing unnecessary hardships. Simple food, clean cells, adequate ventila
tion, good plumbing, medical care and appropriate segregation are in the 
public interest, as well as that of the prisoner.
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L ock-U ps are W ell Operated  and  M ain ta in e d .
In general, the care of prisoners at division station houses is excellent. 

Condition of prisoners is noted and recorded each half hour, and compe
tent physicians are summoned for those who appear ill. The great num
ber of calls for doctors in the early morning hours is an indication that 
treatment is prompt, and scrutiny of the medical reports offers assurance 
that few, if indeed any, of the injuries are inflicted by police.

In only one division, the eleventh, where the cells are located in the 
basement of the eighty-year-old building, is light or ventilation inade
quate. There, as in other divisions, wooden seat-beds are provided in cells, 
and the plumbing is well maintained. Prisoners are searched before ad- 

Pbiission, and anything that may be used for self-injury is impounded. 
Cleanliness and maintenance of cells are above the levels usually attained 
by police lock-ups.

Food, however, is seriously inadequate. An order of the superintendent 
of police, in September, 1942, set the allowances for prisoners at 15 cents 
for breakfast and 35 cents for each of the two remaining meals.

These sums, set at a time of lower food costs, are now below a decent 
minimum. While the hardship is perhaps slight for the prisoner detained 
for one day or less, it may become severe for few who are held for longer 
periods. Divisional captains have recognized this, and several state that 
they now cannot buy even coffee and bread at the lowest-price restaurants 
or lunch counters for the breakfast allowance. There is immediate need 
for a substantial increase proportioned to the rise in food costs.

The City P rison and H ouse of D etention  are  G enerally  A d eq uate .
With the same exception concerning food allowance, the city prison 

and the adjoining house of detention are satisfactory. Built during the 
1930’s, the facilities for men and for women prisoners are modern and 
clean, and the police facilities quite adequate. Two improvements, how
ever, need to be made. The first is replacement of permanent drinking 
cups by individual paper cups; the second, provision of additional first- 
aid supplies. The common drinking cup is barred by law in many States, 
and even the most careful sterilization daily cannot make it safe for prison 
use. A medicine cabinet which contains no antiseptic, and indeed little 
of anything else, is clearly inadequate in a prison where violent mental 
cases and the intoxicated are detained.

The most serious criticism of the city prison is that it is utilized insuffi
ciently. With a capacity of 150 men, it seldom holds more than one half 
that number, and often as few as 30 inmates. This means that the ratio 
of police guards to prisoners, based on a twenty-four hour period, is fre
quently one guard to two prisoners — a thoroughly uneconomical basis 

•>r operation. All female prisoners are required to be lodged in the house 
of detention adjoining the prison, and there is no problem of overcrowding.

The ideal solution of creating a central lock-up for all divisions at the 
dty prison is impracticable in Boston. The highly sectionalized municipal 
court system, with units serving specific police divisions, would require that 
prisoners transported to the central lock-up be retransported once again to 
the areas in which they were arrested or in which their alleged crimes took
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place. The economy and efficiency of a central lock-up would be counter
balanced by the necessity of more than doubling the transportation of 
prisoners by vans to which two patrolmen were assigned.

Howrever, it is strongly recommended that the five divisions now par
tially utilizing the city prison be directed to send all male prisoners there, 
except those few needed for further criminal investigation or held in divi
sions by municipal court regulations. These are the first, second, third and 
fourth and sixteenth divisions. Although city prison personnel believe that 
they are receiving all prisoners from these divisions, such is not the case, 
and the prison actually is being used more nearly as a detention place for 
the overflow from the cells of the divisions.

Correction of this will increase the prisoner load at the city prison, per
haps, to as much as one third or two fifths of all those imprisoned in the* 
city. Aside from some saving of work time in the divisions, the principal 
result will be the placement of a substantial portion of the total prisoner 
load under a single responsible administration, thus reducing or eliminating 
the abuses that spring up where many individuals are permitted to exercise 
independent supervision, as is the case in divisional lock-ups. Another 
result will be to reduce the need for lock-up keepers in the affected divisions, 
though any net man power saving will be slight.

Fiscal Records and Property Management.
In the management of police department property, the issuance of li

censes and maintenance of various fiscal control records, the level of per
formance is far higher than that prevailing in the vast majority of American 
police forces. In crime reporting, however, a number of technical problems 
have proved difficult of solution without departing from practices of long 
standing.

Supervision  Over  T ax ica b  L icensing  should be  Shifted .
Formal controls, at least, will be enhanced if the licensing of taxicabs is 

separated from the traffic division and attached to the chief clerk’s office 
where other licenses are issued. There is no blinking the fact that control 
over what are quaintly termed “ hackney carriages” is one of the most deli
cate operations that the police department is called upon to perform. It 
should accordingly be placed under constant supervision and close head
quarters control. At the present time the unit is physically located at 
police headquarters, although its supervision is supposed to come from the 
deputy superintendent in charge of the traffic division. That unit is located 
in the second division station, a mile or more from headquarters. Hence 
transfer to the immediate control of the chief clerk will improve formal 
arrangements for supervision, and provide some assurance for the future 
of this critical function. "

B oston L acks a  R eliable  C rim e  I n d e x .
Since July 1, 1948, the police department has made strenuous efforts to 

improve its crime reporting procedures, and with some degree of success. 
One result has been to increase the number of reported offences; another
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has been to reduce the proportion of crimes that are cleared by arrest. 
Both represent important improvements, and there is no disposition here 
to deprecate either their practical value or the sincerity of the official effort 
that produced them. Yet there are indications that the record of criminal 
reports produced by the means thus far employed is still notably incomplete 
in various important inspects, and that achievement of a full record of 
major crimes will prove an elusive goal so long as the seventeen geograph
ical divisions are permitted to maintain, audit and report their own figures 
without effective control and restraint by headquarters.

In effect, Boston is now seeking to perfect its crime reporting by methods 
that have failed in every city where they have been tried. If further im
provements are to be made, they can come only from a much larger de- 

¡mree of headquarters conti'ol over the entire crime reporting procedure. 
The steps required to this end are as follows :

1. Initial recording of all ci’iminal complaints must be made at the 
Bureau of Operations. This original record of a possibly criminal occur
rence must be effected at the moment when first brought to police atten
tion, and should be briefly entered on a numbered and controlled report 
form.

2. Police assigned to investigate the case must report their findings to 
the Records Bureau, using the serial number originally assigned for identi
fication of the case. The results obtained from each such investigation 
are then easily correlated with the original report.

3. Cases may be closed only upon the approval of the officer command
ing the unit that is charged with the investigation.

4. The crime recording unit in the chief clerk’s office, the Records Bu
reau and the Bureau of Operations must all be brought under common 
command and supervision. The formal requirements along these lines 
are set forth in Figure 4.

The foregoing proposals cannot be shrugged off as mere procedural de
vices. They are not aimed merely at providing statistical statements 
having no relation to the practical aspects of police administration. On 
the contrary, they reach to the very core of the crime problem and of po
lice effectiveness in dealing with it.

Nor can it be claimed that these are technical questions upon which 
experts differ. The experts, official and unofficial alike, are unanimous in 
their support of these essential means of executive control over police op
erations.

Hence it becomes a matter of immediate and pressing importance that 
existing defects in crime recording and control over investigations be cured 
once and for all. Shortest and best route to that end will consist in an in
vitation to the records installation unit of the F. B. I. to provide Boston 
with a modern and comprehensive crime reporting system. Such services 

^iay be secured without cost to the State, the city or the police department.

Various C hanges are P roposed for P roperty  M an agem en t .
The property clerk directs all purchasing pi'ocedures, which because of 

the special status of the police department are handled independently of 
the city government. Also under his supervision are the care of one hun
dred and fifty motor cars and trucks, which are serviced by the main-
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tenance unit located at the fourth division, and twenty-five motorcycles 
which are the particular concern of a separate repair shop in the remote 
station house of the nineteenth division. The property clerk is also re
sponsible for the police storeroom located in the second division station. 
These widely dispersed agencies can never be brought into a more con
venient common setting until new building facilities are provided. Mean
while there will probably be some advantage in attaching the long-inde
pendent office of building superintendent to the official responsibility of 
the property clerk.

Also offering opportunities for a more effective use of police property is 
a careful review of the need for so many official cars for supervisory offi
cers. Six such vehicles are attached to the offices of the Commissioner antL 
superintendent, while at least four others are unnecessarily assigned tm 
various ranking officers. Police independence of municipal control needs 
to be prudently exercised if it is to continue.

Other property units include the signal service and the radio technicians 
who are presently attached to the Bureau of Operations. The only reason 
we can find for the latter relationship consists in the fact that these experts 
are responsible for maintenance and operation of the radio transmitters, 
and thus provide one of the essential media of communications. Estab
lishment of an enlarged signal service from existing maintenance units for 
radio and call-boxes and the traffic sign shop offers a means for bringing 
these related though by no means equal techniques and crafts under a 
common supervision.

The Police Department should Inform the Public.
To combat widespread ignorance of police policy and activity, a con

sistent, energetic and intelligent public information program is essential. 
Such a program, at low cost, can benefit both the police department and the 
public.

Honest and effective public information work can secure more high- 
grade candidates for police service, improve morale and efficiency within 
the department, gain public support and understanding of police regula
tions and activity, assist in combating ill-advised legislation, and establish 
in the public mind the dignity and competence of the police force.

A useful public information program goes much beyond the police de
partment’s present activities, which are chiefly negative. A press room is 
maintained at headquarters so that reporters can receive there and phone 
in the very rare releases made by the Commissioner or superintendent. 
These releases generally are limited to crime and arrest news, and to an
swering accusations made against the department or its personnel.

A desirable public information effort would include establishment and 
constant utilization of a speakers’ bureau, a demonstration team, a radiÆ 
participation group and a police department newspaper. To co-ordinatP 
these, an officer of rank, ability and special training should be assigned on 
a part-time basis at first and perhaps for a full-time when the work load 
requires it.

The speakers’ bureau personnel and those on the demonstration team 
should be detailed to such duty only for the hours required. Both groups
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should seek engagements before graduating classes, women’s clubs and 
associations, service clubs, businessmen’s organizations and fraternal orders.

At outdoor meetings the demonstration team can display police marks
manship, fingerprinting, whatever scientific crime detection equipment is 
portable, and demonstrate quickly, without explanation, search procedure 
and a. selected self-defence technique. Marksmanship may be eliminated' 
at indoor shows.

A department newspaper is probably the most important single tool of 
public information. Its circulation should be internal and external, and its 
columns should be about equally divided between matters of police per
sonnel interest and general stories. Guest articles should be printed when 
they are worth space, photographs should be used, and articles on new 
Pîvelopments in policing should be given ample attention.

The radio participation group should assist local radio stations in drama
tizing actual cases that were handled well by the Boston police; should 
participate in daytime programs as guests, as these are of special interest to 
women, and should develop a “ juvenile program of the air”  with news of 
interest to youths. It is important that the juvenile program and all others 
be good entertainment first, with selected police material strictly limited. 
The tendency to lecture or “ preach” must be avoided if the programs are 
to attract large listener groups and be effective.

Active encouragement to the press should be a mainstay of the public 
information program. The police school and many other activities can 
afford subjects for fine photographs and interesting news or feature stories. 
But the initiative cannot be left entirely to the press.

It must be pointed out that the choice confronting the police depart
ment is not between public information or no public information, but 
actually between deliberate and helpful public information or accidental, 
inadequate and perhaps harmful public information.

The current effort is largely casual and at a low level. The suggestions 
ottered above can lead_ the way to a general strengthening of the police 
department in the best interests of the public service.

A New Personnel Program.
A very long step towards better control over the quality and character 

ol police operations can be taken if the technical aspects of personnel 
management are placed under separate and especially qualified supervision.

n,e scheme of proposed organization appearing in Figure 2 therefore pro- 
vi es oi a personnel bureau which shall be generally responsible for the 
plans and for many of the details of personnel management. The personnel 
o cer may best be drawn from outside the police service after due pro- 
vjsion is made by special legislative enactment. His functions should 

ude the operation of the personnel records now lodged in the chief clerk’s 
p ,ce plus the servicing of the trial boards occasionally designated by the 
mice Commissioner. The existing personnel records are in satisfactory 
snape, and the departmental rules and regulations are exemplary in their 
precision.

A new and improved system for controlling sick leave will prove neces
sary it lost time under the lax provisions of existing law is to be held within
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reasonable bounds. Additional part-time medical examiners will be re
quired if all policemen reporting sick are to be examined and attested to 
the chief personnel officer.

The existing arrangements for police training need to be greatly ex
tended to include systematic retraining for all ranks and grades. The 
police academy should continue to be commanded and staffed by experi
enced police officers, but the job must be made a full-time and exclusive 
assignment for them. Finally, much can be accomplished through evalu
ating the performance of all policemen, thus laying the groundwork for a 
more effective use of the probationary period, and particularly for informed 
official action when promotions are in order.

Nearly everything conceivable has been done to make police employ 
ment attractive, but very little has been attempted by the General Couif* 
by the Civil Service Commission or by successive police administrations 
to recruit, select, train, promote and discipline a body of men which shall 
possess really superior qualifications for police duty. The Commonwealth 
has provided and the Boston taxpayer is supporting probably the best 
police force that money can buy. Any further improvement must be 
looked for not in terms of cash compensation, favorable conditions of em
ployment and generous welfare provisions, but rather by way of personnel 
management which can be held responsible for securing the kind of police 
service that the salary and police welfare provisions are designed to attract. 
At the present juncture the police department needs nothing so much as 
an imaginative and widely ranging plan for developing policemen of superior 
quality. The Civil Service Commission cannot produce such a plan be
cause it is unskilled in police administration, and because its interests and 
responsibilities extend to almost the entire public service throughout the 
State. If the new personnel bureau can present an acceptable plan, the 
Civil Service Commission doubtless will accept it; but if the commission 
proves reluctant to do so, the foundations will have been laid for recourse 
to remedial legislative action.

B etter  and F ew er  P olice should be the  G o al .
The foregoing general review of the police department and its work 

covers many different types of activities and seeks to indicate ways and 
means for improving their administration. In a setting of such varied 
services there are bound to be many proposals for improvement, and these 
have been indicated at the appropriate points. For all their number and 
variety, however, the proposals reiterate the opportunities for man-power 
economies. By reducing the number of patrol divisions, substituting one- 
man crews in patrol cars during daytime hours, improving the tie-in of 
call-box circuits, and reducing the number of lock-ups, the present degree 
of law enforcement can easily be secured for an annual expenditure 4) 
$750,000 less than at present. Retrenchment in the Bureau of Crimin"' 
Investigation also invites attention, but here there must be improvement 
in the quality of headquarters investigations before indicated reductions 
can be made with assurance.

In effecting reductions of police man power there will be no occasion for 
arbitrarily removing policemen from the pay roll. Impending retirements
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will more than offset the proposed reductions if current pressures towards 
larger components of police are relaxed.

The foregoing pages have also shown how much money is spent to make 
police service attractive and how little is accomplished in securing a really 
superior personnel. Herein lies a program not alone for the present, but 
for the long-range future. Its possibilities are almost limitless. Rising 
standards in employment policies should pace the recruitment and train
ing of the new order of policemen. Fewer and better police, higher salaries 
for them in return for better performance — these can mark the path 
towards improved law enforcement in Boston.
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